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Abstract
This thesis outlines the development and implementation of an exact tech-
nique for the analysis of a particular class of open quantum systems. Start-
ing from a generalised Caldeira-Leggett model, a set of coupled stochastic
differential equations are derived as an evolution equation for the reduced
density matrix of an arbitrary open system interacting (in a generalised
manner) with a bath of harmonic oscillators. These equations are appli-
cable even in the case of external driving and strong environment cou-
pling. They also permit a more general class of initial states, where the
combined system and environment are in full thermal equilibrium. Col-
lectively these equations are known as the Extended Stochastic Liouville
Equation (ESLE).
The ESLE is derived by casting the system+environment density matrix as
a path integral in both real and imaginary time. In this form, it is possible
to obtain the reduced system density matrix using influence functional
techniques. Applying the two-time Hubbard Stratonovich transformation
to this path integral, one obtains the ESLE. This consists of two evolution
equations, accounting for a propagation in imaginary time followed by
real time. Both equations contain stochastic terms which are non-trivially
correlated and when averaged over realisations, give the exact reduced
density matrix of the system.
A first application of the ESLE to a spin-boson model is also discussed.
This is used as a proof of principle that the noises required by the ESLE
can be generated numerically, and amenable to practical calculation. The
impact of the ESLE’s generalisations in the description of a two-level sys-
tem being driven from equilibrium is also discussed.
An equivalent classical analysis is performed using Koopman-von Neu-
mann (KvN) mechanics (an operational Hilbert space formalism which
puts the quantum and classical descriptions on the same footing). In this
setting, the ESLE derivation reproduces the Langevin equation directly
from classical mechanics. Finally, the KvN formalism is used to explore
some adjacent topics. In particular, a theory of classical self-adjoint ex-
tensions as a measure of local entropy conservation is developed.
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As an adolescent I aspired to lasting
fame, I craved factual certainty, and
I thirsted for a meaningful vision of
human life- so I became a scientist.
This is like becoming an archbishop
so you can meet girls.
Matt Cartmill
1.1 Context
The predictive power of physics rests on the presumption of universal laws. These
include global spatial and temporal symmetries which demand momentum and energy
conservation [1], while time reversal symmetry arises as a consequence of Hamiltonian
dynamics [2]. Problematically however, we do not see the conservation implied by
fundamental symmetries in mundane experience. Energy leaks, structure deteriorates,
and lifetimes (both correlative and biological) are finite. This is an altogether antique
notion - “all human things are subject to decay/And when fate summons, monarchs
must obey” [3] - but time has not diminished its essential truth.
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Physical systems often display the same characteristics of dissipation and fluctua-
tion familiar to us in everyday life, and a great many quantum phenomena cannot be
explained without reference to them [4–6]. These behaviours are the consequence of
the impossibility of isolating any realistic system from an uncontrolled environment.
Collectively, such systems are termed open systems, and they constitute an essential
part of both classical and quantum theory.
Embedding a consistent theory of open systems within the quantum regime has
not historically been a straightforward process however. Early attempts followed the
usual procedure of taking an effective Hamiltonian displaying the requisite dissipative
properties and quantising it. A typical example of this is the early work of Kerner
and Stevens on sets of damped harmonic oscillators [7, 8]. The basis of this method
in classical phenomenological equations means that it is capable of providing exact
solutions for some simple systems, such as the damped harmonic oscillator. These
solutions are however undermined by being intrinsically incompatible with quantum
mechanics. This arises from the fact that there are no time-independent Hamiltonians
that can replicate the equation of motion for a damped oscillator,
mx¨+ αx˙+mω2x = 0 (1.1)
which has frequency ω and friction α. While there exists a time-dependent Hamil-
tonian that leads to this equation of motion [9], after quantisation the fundamental
commutation relation has a decaying time-dependent form [10]. This unphysical re-
sult illustrates some of the difficulties in tackling the description of open quantum
systems. Unlike the classical case, any phenomenological approach must also obey
the non-trivial constraints of a non-commutative algebra.
Naturally, this set-back did not mark the end of the study of open quantum sys-
tems, and the following decades have brought to us a broad corpus of techniques
and insights for their analysis. This process is ongoing, and of some importance to
2
both fundamental and applied research. Phenomena fundamental to our understand-
ing of the quantum-classical transition (such as decoherence) cannot be observed or
explicated without recourse to environments [11]. They are an essential component
of quantum thermodynamics [12, 13], and vital to the field of quantum computing,
where coherence is a resource which the environment can dissipate [14–16] or enhance
with suitable environmental engineering [17]. Technology is rapidly reaching a scale
where the effect of quantum environments must be accounted for, and developing
sufficiently powerful descriptions of them is necessary to fulfill the promise of a wide
array of disciplines.
The goal of this thesis is to expound a particular methodology describing the
evolution of open systems under more general conditions than previously derived.
Naturally, it is necessary to set these results in their proper context. There are many
excellent reviews on the theory of open quantum systems [4,18–20], but sections 1.2-
1.4 attempt to distil the essential detail necessary to understand the rest of the thesis,
with particular emphasis placed on work similar (in its goals or methodology) to our
own. Section 1.5 will then outline the structure of latter chapters.
Ultimately much of this document will consist of mathematics, and lengthy deriva-
tions do not lend themselves to elegant prose, except possibly as a test of one’s lex-
ical reserve of conjunctions1. Periodically however, there are results which touch on
broader themes, and lend themselves a little better to digression. As such I have
shamelessly seized these opportunities to extemporise, but won’t pretend my personal
collection of prejudices is essential reading. As such I have marked these passages as
asides, which the reader not partial to sybaritic diatribes may safely ignore.
Finally, given the preponderance of equations, the most important results have
been framed in the following manner to distinguish them:
1Pity the Choctaw scientist, whose language lacks conjunction as a separate operation from
subordination. It does however possess a large class of subordinators that do the work of conjunctions
[21].
3
TikZ= TikZ ist kein Zeichenprogramm
1.2 Fundamentals





pα |ψα 〉〈ψα| . (1.2)
The density matrix is a statistical mixture of pure states ψα, and generalises the notion
of a quantum state to systems also governed by classical probability distributions.
Typically, this is necessitated by the need to describe a thermal system, where the
energy eigenstates are weighted by the Gibbs distribution. Thus, a common density























dx A (x) ρ (x, x) (1.5)
where the final equality expresses the density matrix in a specific basis:







2This object has acquired a large collection of aliases due to its ubiquity across physics, and I will
use them interchangeably.
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Note that in the case of Aˆ being the unit operator, we obtain Tr[ρˆ] = 1.
There are a great many revealing properties of quantum systems which may be
derived purely from the density matrix. The non-existence of a dispersion-free (clas-
sical) ensemble described by the density matrix follows almost directly from its def-
inition [22], and its ability to treat composite systems provides a useful measure of
entanglement [18]. While neither of the aforementioned properties are directly rele-
vant to the work we shall present, the density matrix approach to composite systems
is an essential element to modelling open systems.
1.2.1 Composite Systems
Consider two interacting quantum systems Q and X. The individual systems are
described with Hilbert spaces of dimension HQ and HX respectively. The Hilbert
space of the combined system will be the tensor product of the individual systems,
H = HQ ⊗ HX , and the density matrix will be denoted by ρˆtot. If one is interested
only in the observables of one of the subsystems (say Q), then in the combined space
it is given by AˆQ ⊗ IˆX where IˆX is the unit operator of the appropriate dimension.













where in the final equality TrQ/X refers to a trace over the appropriate subspace. This
equation for subsystem expectations also means the density matrix describing that
subsystem is uniquely defined:
ρˆQ = TrX [ρˆtot] . (1.8)
This is the reduced density matrix. A composite system serves as a model for an
interacting open system and environment, but it is only the dynamics of the open
5
system that we are interested in3. The reduced density matrix is therefore the key
descriptor of open quantum systems.
1.2.2 Time Evolution
Quantum states are evolved by a propagator Uˆ
|ψ (t)〉 = Uˆ (t) |ψ (0)〉 (1.9)
whose general form is









where Tˆ is the time ordering operator and Hˆ is the system Hamiltonian. In the case









with the formal solution
ρˆ (t) = Uˆ (t) ρˆ (0) Uˆ † (t) . (1.12)
An important feature of time evolution is that it is a unitary transformation, which
excludes precisely the phenomena that characterise open systems. The dynamics of
a subsystem of the density matrix has a more complex form as it is described by the
reduced density after time evolution
ρˆQ (t) = TrX
[
Uˆ (t) ρˆ (0) Uˆ † (t)
]
. (1.13)
3For the simple expedient that it is the often the only part of the joint system that we can
effectively control.
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The partial trace over a system is not a unitary operation, and opens the door to
dissipative, fluctuating behaviour in the reduced system. In principle, Eq. (1.13) is
a complete description of the dynamics of any open system, but is entirely unillumi-
nating. In large part the study of open quantum systems is simply re-expressing this
equation in a more useful form.
One of the principal approaches to the problem of describing the evolution of a
reduced density matrix is to use a dynamical map Λˆ (t):
ρˆQ (t) = Λˆ (t) ρˆQ (0) (1.14)
This map has fewer constraints on it than a unitary operator, with the only require-
ment being that it must be completely positive and trace preserving [23]. Figure 1.1
shows the relationship between the two forms of evolving the reduced density matrix.
Figure 1.1: The evolution of a reduced density matrix ρˆQ can be described either as
the trace over a unitarily evolved system, or equivalently as a dynamic map Λˆ.
1.3 Quantum Master Equations
Elucidating the dynamics of the reduced system is often the ultimate objective for
any system we study. Very often, dissipative systems are modelled as a primary
7
system (the “open system”, Q) of interest coupled to an explicit secondary system
(the “environment” or “heat bath”, X) which together describe the overall system
being modeled (the “total system”). This approach was pioneered by Callen, Welton,
Senitzky and Lax [10,24,25], using a microscopic Hamiltonian to describe this:
Hˆtot = HˆQ ⊗ IˆX + IˆQ ⊗ HˆX + HˆI (1.15)
where HˆI is the interaction between the two systems. A schematic of this joint sys-
tem can be seen in Fig. 1.2. Since the combined system evolves unitarily, it obeys
the standard rules of quantum mechanics. The dynamics of the reduced system will
be described by a dynamical map, incorporating both the dissipation and fluctua-
tions experienced by the open system as a consequence of its explicit coupling to the
environment. Combining this model with appropriate system specifications allows
differential equations to be derived which retain the correct behaviour in the classi-
cal limit [26–30]. These equations are referred to as quantum master equations, in
analogy with their classical counterpart.
Perhaps the most famous quantum master equation is the Lindblad equation. This
does not describe a specific system, but is instead the most general possible master
equation under certain simplifying assumptions [18]. Chief among these is the as-
sumption that the family of dynamical maps forms a semigroup:
∀t1, t2 > 0, Λˆ (t1) Λˆ (t2) = Λˆ (t1 + t2) . (1.16)
Physically, this corresponds to demanding that the system is Markovian. Generally
speaking, this presumption of a memoryless evolution of the reduced system is justified
if the environment correlations decay on a much shorter timescale than the open
system’s dynamics. If the dynamical maps are also continuous, then it is possible to
8
Figure 1.2: Schematic of a composite system, where the reduced dynamics of the Q
system may be described with a dynamical map Λˆ.
express the time evolution of the reduced system with the generator L of the map:




With these assumptions, the Lindblad equation gives the most general form for the





















There are a great many remarks that might be made on the Lindblad equation, as it
has been subjected to extensive analysis both mathematical and physical [32]. The
most important point is that the Lindblad equation is the result of an existence the-
orem, and offers no interpretation for its components. The first term in the equation
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is a unitary evolution, so it is natural to associate Hˆ with some system Hamiltonian.
The second term is more difficult to interpret physically, but the γk can be considered
decay rates for the different channels of relaxation available to the system [18]. The
operators Aˆk are known as the Lindblad (or jump) operators. Their exact physi-
cal meaning is unclear, but they are associated with the fluctuations one expects in
an open system. It is always possible to interpret the Lindblad form as a system
undergoing continuous measurement [33], enabling a simple derivation of the quan-
tum Zeno effect [34]. Another significant feature of the Lindblad equation is that it
furnishes quantum theory with an H theorem [35]. This states that the increase in
the von-Neumann entropy S = −Tr [ρˆln (ρˆ)] for a density matrix evolving under the
Lindblad equation is always greater than zero. The Lindblad equation therefore plays
an important role in generalising thermodynamic concepts to quantum systems and
establishing an analog to the second law.
The Lindblad equation is far from the only way to interrogate the dynamics of
an open system. Even if we do wish to represent dynamics in a Lindblad form, a
microscopic model is necessary to identify not only the decay rates and Lindblad op-
erators, but also the Hˆ operator (it is not necessarily the case that the Hamiltonian in
Eq.(1.19) is the free Hamiltonian HˆQ of the reduced system). For a composite system
of the type described by Eq.(1.15), the progress one is able to make is constrained by
the explicit form of the environment and interaction. In general, finding and solving
the master equation for the reduced system is no less difficult than simply analysing
the full system-environment amalgam. It is therefore usually wise to adopt several
simplifying assumptions.
We have already encountered the Markovian approximation, but in addition to
this the environment coupling is often taken to be weak. This amounts to stipulating
that the environment is time-independent and minimally affected by the interaction,
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such that the total system density matrix may at any time be approximated by:
ρˆ (t) ≈ ρˆQ (t)⊗ ρˆX (1.20)
This is known as the Born approximation and appears in concert with the Makovian
assumption often enough that taken together they are labeled the Born-Markov ap-
proximation. With these simplifications, it is possible to derive (in the interaction
picture) the Redfield equation [36,37]:
d
dt







HˆI (t− t′) ρˆQ (t)⊗ ρˆX
]]
. (1.21)
This formulation is particularly useful when combined with a secular approximation
[18]. This is closely related to the rotating wave approximation (which neglects rapidly
oscillating terms) [38], and as such the Redfield equation has been utilised extensively
in studies of dissipative quantum optics [39].
Let us return for a moment to the assumption of Markovianity. Given so many
master equations are predicated on it, we should expect it is a reasonable simplifica-
tion. Unfortunately, Markovian behaviour has unexpected consequences for quantum
thermodynamics. In the classical case the Langevin [40] and Fokker-Planck [41] mod-
els are based on a memoryless interaction and thermalise systems4. In the quantum
case however, it has long been postulated that translationally invariant Markovian
quantum systems do not thermalise [43]. This statement has been the cause of some
controversy [44], particularly as the free Brownian particle evolving under a Lindblad
equation does thermalise [45].
The free particle represents a singular case however, and recently this long sus-
pected no-go theorem was proven in general [46]. The demonstration of non-thermalisation
for all Markovian models is a profound issue, since any physically reasonable model
4There are a few exceptions to this statement [42].
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must equilibriate with its environment in the long time limit. The fact that this
is impossible for memoryless models suggests they do not exist in nature, and any
thermodynamic information concluded from such models cannot be relied upon!
The master equations presented in this section are generic, but their generality
comes at the cost of some rather severe (and intrinsically unphysical) approximations.
In the next section we shall examine a particular microscopic model, which by virtue
of its specificity does not require these restrictions.
1.4 Caldeira-Leggett Model
As we have seen, there are a number of general schemes to describe open systems.
Ultimately however, one must parametrise their model in some way. This is often
done by choosing a specific microscopic Hamiltonian to represent the system and en-
vironment. In practice the functional form of the environment (secondary system)
and its coupling must be chosen subject to several conditions. We are for example
constrained by the expectation that in the high-temperature limit we recover a classi-
cal Brownian motion. In addition, if the elimination of environmental coordinates is
to be exact, yet analytically tractable, the choice of environment and coupling is ex-
tremely limited. It is these considerations that motivate the popular Caldeira-Leggett
(CL) Hamiltonian [47]:























This model couples the open system (described by the coordinate q) to an environment
of independent harmonic oscillators (masses mn, frequencies ωn, and displacement
coordinates xn) with each oscillator being coupled to the open system with a strength
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cn. The final term is a counter-term included to enforce translational invariance on
the system and eliminate quasi-static effects [48].
One of the key advantages of this model is that it is possible to do away with
many of the assumptions required to formulate the system agnostic master equations
discussed previously [11]. As a consequence of this, the master equation for the CL
model cannot be brought to the Lindblad form in Eq.(1.19) [18].
A particularly successful line of attack for the CL model is with path integrals.
Path integrals remove the need for an explicit quantisation of the system Hamilto-
nian, as in this formalism quantum-mechanical propagators are represented as phase-
weighted sums over trajectories, where the phase associated to each trajectory is
proportional to the action of that path in the classical system [49]. A useful conse-
quence of this is that the classical limit is easily obtained [50], and the quantisation
of the system is automatic when choosing this representation. Finally, and probably
most importantly, bath degrees of freedom can be integrated out exactly if the envi-
ronment is harmonic and interacts with the open system via an expression that is at
most up to the second order in its displacements. Some specific successful applications
include tunnelling and decay rate calculations (Kramer’s problem) [5,6,51–54] as well
as recent first-principle derivations for the rate of processes in instanton theory [55,56].
The Feynman-Vernon influence functional formalism [57] has spawned a great
many techniques based on the exact integration of the environment using path in-
tegrals. Much work has been done using this formalism, expanding the method-
ology of the Feynman-Vernon influence functional for both exact and approximate
results [58–60].
Using the influence functional does not require the Born-Markov approximation,
only the weaker condition that initially the density matrix of the total system ρˆ0 can
be partitioned:
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ρˆ0 = ρˆQ (0)⊗ ρˆX (0) . (1.23)
While this is not as extreme as the Born approximation, it still mandates that the open
system and bath are initially non-interacting before being turned on for the dynamical
evolution. This partitioned approach, strictly speaking, is still only applicable to
weak system-bath coupling (at least during the transient regime of the evolution).
This significantly limits the applicability of theories based on this approximation, but
there are several approaches to circumventing this condition.
In the case of a two-state system, it is possible to approximate strong coupling di-
rectly using a reaction coordinate mapping [61]. This takes a system strongly coupled
to an environment and maps it to an enlarged system, where the open system is now
only coupled to a single reaction coordinate. This reaction coordinate is itself weakly
coupled to the mapped environment, allowing the weak coupling approximation to be
applied. This mapping has been successfully applied to models of qubits for quantum
control [62] and heat engines at strong coupling [63].
More generically, in the CL model it is also possible to represent a strongly coupled
initial state via an imaginary time path integral. This possibility was first noted by
Smith and Caldeira [58], before being properly exploited by Grabert, Ingold and
Schramm [64], who derived the time dependent expression for the reduced density
matrix of an open system where all path integrals associated with the environment
are fully eliminated.
With this corpus of techniques, path integrals (and specifically influence func-
tionals) represent a powerful and flexible formalism that can be used to attack the
problem of open quantum systems. Using the influence functional model, quantum
Langevin equations for the reduced density matrix have been rigorously derived us-
ing path integrals [11, 47, 65–68]. In special cases, further analytical results have also
been obtained by Kleinert [69, 70] and Tsusaka [71]. Generalisations of these results
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to anharmonic baths produce approximate but more realistic models [72, 73], while
time-dependent heat exchange can also be exactly included [74]. Approaches based
on influence functionals have also found use in the real time numerical simulations of
dissipative systems [75–81]. Alloying the influence functional with stochastic transfor-
mations has motivated other novel approaches, including the stochastic Schrödinger
Equation [82, 83], quasiadiabatic path integral [84] and the Stochastic Liouville-von
Neumann Equation (SLE) [85].
The SLE is particularly relevant in this context, as the generalisation of this tech-
nique is one of the principle results discussed in this manuscript. Briefly, when one
combines the CL model influence functional with the Hubbard-Stratonovich transfor-
mation (see section 2.2) it is possible to exactly map the reduced system dynamics to






HˆQ (t) , ρ˜ (t)
]
− η (t) [qˆ (t) , ρ˜ (t)] + γ [qˆ2 (t) , ρ˜ (t)]+ ~
2
ν (t) {qˆ (t) , ρ˜ (t)} .
(1.24)
Here η and ν are complex Gaussian noises, while γ is a constant. Both the noise
correlations and γ are determined entirely by the CL model parameters, and the
average over noise realisation is 〈ρ˜ (t)〉 = ρˆQ (t). The SLE is a powerful, compact
expression that precisely captures the effect of a harmonic environment, however it
is not the most general formulation possible. The route to this generalisation (and
therefore the structure of the thesis as a whole) will now be outlined.
1.5 Thesis Outline
We now motivate our own work in the context of open quantum systems. Recently,
a more general version of the CL Hamiltonian (the open system and harmonic envi-
ronment) was introduced [86] which is only linear with respect to the environmental
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variables, but remains arbitrary with respect to the positions of atoms in the open
system (this model is detailed in section 3.1). In this Hamiltonian interactions within
the environment are not diagonalised. This is useful because all parameters of the
environment and its interaction with the open system can then be extracted by ex-
panding the Hamiltonian of a realistic combined system in atomic displacements of the
bath and retaining only harmonic terms. This rather general choice of total system
Hamiltonian enables one to derive classical equations of motion for the atoms in the
open system [86] and propose an efficient numerical scheme for solving them [87–89].
This method has also been generalised to the fully quantum case [90] where it was
shown, using a method based on directly solving the Liouville equation, that equations
of motion for the observable positions of atoms in the open system have the form
of a generalised Langevin equation with a friction kernel and non-Gaussian random
force terms. Although this method enables one to develop the general structure of
the equations to be expected for the open system, it lacks an exact mechanism for
establishing the necessary expressions for the random force correlation functions.
Almost every method mentioned in this chapter is based on initially partitioning
the total system. The initial condition of Eq. (1.23) is not always realistic however, as
ordinarily one would be unable to “prepare” a quantum system with the interaction
between the open system and environment switched off, prior to any perturbation
being applied (one exception to this would be the initial open system and environment
interaction Hamiltonians being identical - in this case the effect of the environment is
simply a scaling of the open system Hamiltonian). As a result, the transient behaviour
we predict for perturbations away from a partitioned initial condition will usually be
spurious due to the artificial initial equilibration of each system separately. If we wish
to extract the exact transient dynamics of an open system under general conditionswe
must use a more realistic, non-partitioned initial condition.
Fortunately the influence functional formalism has the capacity to accommodate
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the generalisation of both the CL Hamiltonian and its initial conditions, rendering
the assumption of a partitioned initial state unnecessary. It is therefore possible to
derive an approximation-free description of any CL Hamiltonian. In chapter 2 the
mathematical methods necessary to derive these new results are presented. Chapter
3 derives the Extended Stochastic Liouville Equation (ESLE), a generalisation of Eq.
(1.24). This consists of a set of stochastic differential equations for the reduced density
matrix of the open system, derived without requiring either the partitioned initial
condition or weak bath coupling approximations. Several subsequent results using the
ESLE are also discussed, including a heuristic classical limit. Chapter 4 presents a first
application of the ESLE, modeling a driven two state system numerically. In chapter
5, a classical analysis is performed using the same influence functional techniques in
a classical Hilbert space formalism. This results in both a rigorous classical limit for
the ESLE, and a novel derivation of a generalised classical Langevin equation. The
same formalism used to perform the classical analysis is then applied to the question
of entropy conservation in classical systems. The thesis is closed with a discussion of




What has been will be again, what
has been done will be done again;
there is nothing new under the sun.
Ecclesiastes 1:9
This chapter outlines the mathematical techniques used to obtain the results of
later chapters. The principal topics covered here are path integrals (including the
influence functional), the HS transformation and Koopman-von Neumann dynamics.
The first two sections are relied upon for the derivation covered in chapter 3, while
chapter 5 employs the Koopman-von Neumann formalism.
2.1 Path Integrals
The path integral is an alternative representation for quantum mechanics, where the
evolution of abstract states in a Hilbert space is replaced by a functional integral over
classical trajectories. The spiritual predecessor of this approach is the Wiener integral,
another functional integral designed to describe classical Brownian motion with a sum
over stochastic trajectories [91]. In the quantum regime, the original inspiration for
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the path integral can be traced to Dirac [92,93].
The essential motivation for this was the observation that standard quantum me-
chanics is founded on an analog to classical Hamiltonian dynamics, but that classically
this formulation is not unique. Specifically, by performing a Legendre transform on
the Hamiltonian, one obtains the Lagrangian representation [2]. While these two
approaches make equivalent predictions, the Lagrangian method possesses a few key
advantages. First, system dynamics are more compactly described in the Lagrangian
method via the principle of stationary action, which has no Hamiltonian equivalent.
Additionally, the action of a system is a relativistically invariant quantity [94], whereas
the Hamiltonian form carries a particular time coordinate as its canonical conjugate.
This means Lagrangian formulation is equipped with the desirable property that it is
easier to incorporate generalisations.
Generalising the Lagrangian approach to include quantum mechanics is far from
trivial however, given that its equations of motion use partial derivatives of the La-
grangian with respect to both coordinates and velocity while quantum mechanics can
only tolerate derivatives with respect to the canonical dynamical variables. Dirac’s
approach to this problem was to consider the overlap between two states at different
times. One state is propagated forward in time, and its propagator may be Legendre
transformed at each point in time. Following this prescription, one finds that the over-
lap is proportional to ei
S
~ , where S is the action S =
∫ tf
0
L[x(τ), x˙ (τ)] dτ . While this
result captures the essential behaviour of the path integral, an explicit prescription
for constructing it (and a proof of its consistency with both the Schrödinger equation
and fundamental commutation relations) was not achieved until Feynman’s seminal
contributions [49].
This path integral possesses a few principal advantages over the standard quantum
mechanical formalism. The aforementioned relativistic invariance, as well a transpar-
ent manifestation of the correspondence principle [95] mean that the formalism is
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more cleanly integrated with other fields of physics. This is taken even further by
the synthesis of quantum theory with statistical mechanics, making the path integral
a natural candidate for describing stochastic quantum processes (in fact, the path
integral can heuristically be interpreted as the analytic continuation of the Wiener
integral for Brownian motion) [69]. The utility of the path integral is further appar-
ent in its widespread application to describing non-perturbative corrections [74], novel
Hamiltonians [70] and computer simulations [80].
In the context of this thesis, the path integral has a critical (although somewhat
perverse) role in deriving the central results. The remainder of this section will be
devoted to deriving the path integral, along with a few explicit calculations essential
to later derivations.
2.1.1 Trotter Splitting
Consider a particle’s path between two points xi and xf . This will be described (in
co-ordinate space) by the propagator U(xf , tf ;xi, 0) = 〈xf , tf |Uˆ(tf )|xi, 0〉. To begin
with, we will consider only time independent Hamiltonians, where Uˆ(t) = e−
it
~ Hˆ .
Using the semi-group property of the propagator, the evolution can be partitioned
into two sections
〈xf , tf |Uˆ(tf )|xi, 0〉 = 〈xf , tf |Uˆ(tf − τ)Uˆ(τ)|xi, 0〉. (2.1)
In the co-ordinate representation, the amplitude to reach xf from x0 must now sum
over all possible values of the point xτ
〈xf , tf |Uˆ(tf − τ)Uˆ(τ)|xi, 0〉 =
∫
dxτ 〈xf , tf |Uˆ(tf − τ)|xτ , τ〉〈xτ , τ |Uˆ(τ)|xi, 0〉
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Figure 2.1: One dimensional evolution, where propagation is continuous in the left
panel, and sliced into discrete sections on the right panel.
=
∫
dxτ U(xf , tf ;xτ , τ)U(xτ , τ ;xi, 0) (2.2)
This splitting process can be continued indefinitely, allowing one to decompose the
propagator with N equally-spaced time slices of width ∆ such that tf = N∆. A







~ Hˆ . (2.3)
Evaluating this propagator in the coordinate basis is problematic, as Hˆ is a sum
of noncommuting operators for the kinetic energy Tˆ and potential Vˆ . Ideally, the
infinitesimal propagator would be split into a product Uˆ(∆) ≈ e− i∆~ Tˆ e− i∆~ Vˆ to allow
for a direct calculation in the coordinate basis. The degree of approximation involved
in splitting the Hamiltonian operator in this way depends on the slice width ∆. In


















Proving this statement is not hard, but requires a slight detour. As a first step,














can be rearranged to give




We can use this identity to prove Eq.(2.4) with the substitution X = e−
i∆





~ Vˆ . Additionally, we will consider these operators as matrices and
invoke the following generic inequalities for matrix norms1 [96]:
|A+B| ≤ |A|+ |B| (2.7)
|AB| ≤ |A| |B| (2.8)
|exp (A)| ≤ exp (|A|) . (2.9)
These properties imply that X and Y simultaneously obey the inequality
|X| , |Y | ≤ exp
(−itf
N~
(∣∣∣Tˆ ∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣Vˆ ∣∣∣)) ≡ a 1N . (2.10)
1Matrix norms are not uniquely defined, but they map a matrix to a real number and have a few
generic properties. In this context, the norm |A| can be thought of as a shorthand for the expectation





Applying this to Eq. (2.6) yields a new inequality:
∣∣XN − Y N ∣∣ ≤ NaN−1N |X − Y | (2.11)
The behaviour of X − Y in the large N limit can be ascertained using the Taylor
expansion of f(α) = eαTˆ e−α(Tˆ+Vˆ )eαVˆ about 0:
f(0) = 1 (2.12)
























Inserting this into Eq. (2.11) demonstrates that to leading order in N








In the large N limit the bound becomes an equality and we obtain Eq.(2.4). We may









~ Vˆ . (2.18)
The process of dividing the propagator in order to express it as a product of eigen-
operators of the position and momentum bases is known as Trotter splitting [97].
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It is a critical step in deriving the path integral, and remains valid even when the
Hamiltonian is time-dependent [50].
2.1.2 Expressing the propagator as a path integral
Having split the propagator, we can start to evaluate it in the coordinate space. We
begin by inserting resolutions of the identity using the position basis at each of the
N time slices
























〈xj+1|e− i∆~ Tˆ e− i∆~ Vˆ |xj〉. (2.19)
In the last equality, x0 = xi and xN = xf . These terminal states do not vary, and are
not integrated over in the calculation of the propagator.
As the coordinate states are eigenbases of Vˆ , we may partially evaluate each inte-
grand:
〈xj+1|e− i∆~ Tˆ e− i∆~ Vˆ |xj〉 = 〈xj+1|e− i∆~ Tˆ |xj〉e− i∆~ V (xj). (2.20)
To proceed it is necessary to insert another identity resolved in the momentum basis,
along with the overlap between position and momentum states 〈p|x〉 = 1√
2pi~e
ipx/~,
〈xj+1|e− i∆~ Tˆ |xj〉 =
∫




















2~ (xj+1−xj)2 . (2.21)
Inserting Eqs. (2.20) & (2.21) into Eq. (2.19), we obtain (with a slight rearrange-
ment) the path integral expression for the propagator:






























































put together, we obtain the Feynman-Kac propagator [49]:
U(xf , tf ;xi, 0) =
∫ xf
xi
Dx(t) e iS~ (2.25)
The integrand on the right hand side of Eq. (2.23) is immediately identifiable as
the Lagrangian [19], confirming Dirac’s original assertion that the path integral is the
Lagrangian formulation of quantum mechanics.
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2.1.3 Time-Dependent Propagator
While the derivation above was carried out with a time independent Hamiltonian, Eq.
(2.25) also holds for a time dependent Hamiltonian [50]. This can be established by
showing the wavefunction
ψ (x, t) =
∫
dx′ U(x, t;x′, t′)ψ (x′, t′) (2.26)
satisfies the time-dependent Schrödinger equation using Eq.(2.25) [96]. To prove this,
we take the infinitesimal propagator between t−∆ and t in the form of Eq. (2.22):













where now V (x, t) is now allowed to be time-dependent. Inserting this into Eq.(2.26)
with the substitution x′ = y + x we obtain










V (y + x, t−∆)
]
ψ (y + x, t−∆) .
(2.28)
Now we Taylor expand about x, t. Terms of order ∆2 and higher will be neglected,
while terms linear in y will integrate to zero and may also be dropped. The result is:
























which is simply a Gaussian integral. Performing this yields
ψ (x, t) = ψ (x, t)− i∆
~




ψ (x, t) +O (∆2) . (2.30)
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After slight rearrangement we obtain the time-dependent Schrödinger equation,





ψ (x, t) + V (x, t)ψ (x, t) (2.31)
demonstrating that the path integral in Eq.(2.22) accurately describes the propagator
even for a time-dependent Hamiltonian.
Aside: The Measure of a Quantum Path Integral
The adoption of functional integral notation in Eq. (2.25) is convenient, but du-
plicitous. Path integrals can be described as the continuous limit of a discrete lattice
approximation, but this is not a guarantee that the limit exists. Indeed, the principal
sin of this notation is concealment of the fact that Dx is not a countably additive
measure. Specifically, the measure is only finitely additive2 over the paths [98], mean-
ing that even if one were to take the lattice regularised version of the propagator in
Eq.(2.22) and calculate each conditionally convergent integral before taking the limit,
there is no guarantee that the result is convergent, let alone correct. Convergent
integrals in a finitely additive measure occur due to precisely tuned cancellations in
the divergent contributions to the integral, and this renders the result intrinsically
dependent on the manner in which the limit is taken.
This problem extends beyond mere rigour- there are a great many Hamiltoni-
ans (e.g. electromagnetic potentials) where the correct Schrödinger equation is only
derivable from the path integral with a specific discretisation [50]. This is somewhat
2The difference between a countable and finite additive measure can be summarised as follows-
For a a finite number of paths, the measure on each individual path adds up to the measure over
all paths. Countable additivity is the stronger condition that this additive property for subsets of
paths is retained in the limit of an infinite number of trajectories. For the Feynman path integral,
one could choose a finite number of paths and define a measure that satisfies additivity, but it is
impossible to fulfill this in the limit of infinite paths due to the factor of i attached to each path.
This causes the measure to fluctuate and subsets of a collection of paths can have a larger measure
than the set they belong to, breaking the entire notion of a measure.
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analogous to the branching between the Ito and Stratonovich stochastic calculi, but
in the case of the path integral there is only one correct choice of discretisation to
maintain consistency with quantum mechanics.
Naturally, there have been a great many attempts to resolve this issue, and set
the path integral on firmer mathematical foundations. The most productive early
efforts stemmed from the observation that the Schrödinger equation is an analytic
continuation of the diffusion equation [99]. This led to the proposal by Gel’fand3 and
Yaglom that Feynman’s path integral could be constructed as the analytic contin-
uation of a (rigorous) Wiener process, with complex diffusion coefficient σ. Taking
the limit Reσ → 0 would then recover the quantum mechanical path integral [101].
Unfortunately, this development was scotched by later work which demonstrated that
the Wiener measure is only countably additive when Reσ > 0, and is otherwise only
finitely additive [102].
The path integral is not the only formulation of quantum dynamics with mea-
sure problems. The phase space formalism, where wavefunctions are replaced by the
Wigner function [103,104] suffers from a lack of a true measure. In that case however,
it is non-negativity rather than countable additivity that is missing. Both represen-
tations share the feature that they obscure the underlying non-commutative algebra,
and attempt to “classicalise” the quantum formalism in different ways. The path in-
tegral takes a weighted sum of classical trajectories that potentially diverge, and the
phase space representation is classical statistical dynamics with negative probabilities.
To my mind, this seems to emphasise the impossibility of constructing a well-behaved
quantum theory out of classical behaviours, despite the manifold historical attempts
to do so.
Amusingly, given the issues bedeviling the path integral all lie in its continuous
3A mathematician with form when it comes to rigourising the innovations of theoretical physicists.
The justification behind the bra-ket formalism requires what is known as either a rigged Hilbert space
or Gel’fand triple [100].
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limit, computer simulations relying on this method have exactly the same level of
reliability as any other more rigorous method. This is due to the fact that numerics
are implemented in a fundamentally discrete manner. In one sense this is reassuring,
however it touches on the separate issue that any finite dimensional representation
of quantum mechanics violates the Ehrenfest theorems [105]. This is particularly
troubling, as a great deal of quantum mechanical proofs rely on precisely the opposite
condition. Two previously encountered examples include the Trotter splitting formula
and the Lindblad equation, both of which are derived on the presumption of bounded
operators.
Finally, it is worth remarking on where genuine progress has been made on this
problem. While the configuration path integral in Eq.(2.25) remains troublesome, the
path integral formulated in phase space has been made consistent for the class of poly-
nomial Hamiltonians [106]. This approach has the added bonus that its regularisation
also involves a metric. While this technicality may initially appear inconsequential,
it provides a geometric quantisation procedure4 that allows quantum mechanics to
be expressed in a truly covariant, coordinate free form [107]. While there is still a
question over the veracity of the path integral in general, for the class of Hamiltonians
we will employ it is perfectly legitimate to use them.
2.1.4 Semi-Classical Approximation
While the path integral presents an appealing interpretation for quantum mechan-
ics, actually performing calculations with it is far from straightforward. Functional
integrals of the type seen in Eq. (2.25) are exactly solveable only for Lagrangians
which are at most quadratic in their variables. To circumvent this problem, we make
a change of variables x(t) = x¯(t)+y(t), where x¯(t) is the classical path that solves the
4The subtle argument for why one is ordinarily forced to quantise in Cartesian coordinates is
that the same Hamiltonian function can represent a multiplicity of physical systems via a canonical
transformation.
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Euler-Lagrange equation and y(t) are the fluctuations around it. This immediately
imposes the constraint that y(t) must be zero at the terminals of the path. Each of
the integration variables xj are just a translation of yj, and each change of variable
has a Jacobian of 1. Taylor expanding the action around the classical path yields


















y(t′) + ... (2.32)
and for a Lagrangian of the form L = 1
2




= V ′ (x (t))−mx¨ (t) (2.33)
δ2S
δx(t)δx(t′)




+ V ′′ (x (t))
]
. (2.34)
Importantly, Eq. (2.33) evaluated on the classical path is, by definition, zero. The
semi-classical approximation assumes that the quantum fluctuations are small, such
that the higher order terms now shown in Eq.(2.32) may be neglected. The propagator
can then be expressed as:
U(xf , tf ;xi, 0) = ei
Scl
~ U˜(0, tf ; 0, 0). (2.35)
With U˜(0, tf ; 0, 0) providing a fluctuating factor:













where C{0, tf , 0, 0} indicates an integral over all closed trajectories starting and end-
ing at x = 0. This formulation allows the path integral to be used usefully as an
approximation for any system, and as an exact result for quadratic Lagrangians5.
2.1.5 Propagator For The Free Particle
The simplest path integral propagator that can be evaluated is that of the free particle





, while the fluctuating factor is (in the discrete form):



















The fluctuating factor will only depend on the endpoints of the trajectory, which can
















(x2 − x1)2 + (x1 − x0)2
]]
(2.38)






























, Eq. (2.38) can be evaluated
5Slightly less pragmatically, this form of the path integral makes the correspondence principle
manifest. In the limit ~ → 0 we know via the method of stationary phase [50] that the only path













Importantly, the result of this integration is of the same functional form as the
initial integrand (with a rescaled ∆). Repeated application of Eq. (2.39) to Eq. (2.37)



























Finally, after N integrations we obtain the fluctuating factor














The free-particle propagator is therefore











2.1.6 The Harmonic Oscillator
Having demonstrated the calculability of the free-particle propagator, it is natural to
turn to the canonical problem in any area of physics, the harmonic oscillator. This







In anticipation of its later use, we have attempted to use the most general for-
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mulation possible (allowing time dependent frequencies and an arbitrary damping
function). Consider first the fluctuating factor. Using Eq. (2.34) this is given by:












Performing this integral requires a reversion to the lattice discretisation:















(xj+1 − xj)2 −∆gjx2j
]]
(2.46)
While it is possible to evaluate this integral in a variety of ways (exploiting the
boundary conditions to express the coordinates as Fourier series for instance) [50], the
most direct method is to represent the integral in matrix form:







Here x is just the vector of coordinates xj, while Σ is the matrix defined by:
Σ = − im
2∆~

2 −1 0 . . . 0
−1 2 −1 . . . ...
0 −1 2 . . . 0
... . . . . . . . . . −1






g1 0 . . . . . . 0
0
. . . 0 . . .
...
... 0 . . . 0
...
... . . . 0 . . . 0
0 . . . . . . 0 gN−1

. (2.48)
Σ is composed of a tridiagonal and diagonal matrix, each of size (N − 1) × (N − 1)
due to the the boundary condition x0 = xN = 0. Once again, the integral is Gaussian,
and will generate prefactor of pi(N−1)/2√|Σ| [50]. Rearranging, the expression for U˜ is
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At first glance calculating the fluctuating factor now appears hopeless, as C is a
function of the determinant of an infinite (in the limit) matrix. In this special case
however the structure of Σ makes evaluation possible even in the infinite size limit.
Consider the relationship between the determinants of submatrices of C. The
determinant of the j× j submatrix determinant |C|j is equivalent to |C(t = j∆)| and








|C|j − |C|j−1 . (2.51)
Defining |F |0 = 1 and |F |−1 = 0, this recursion relation can be rearranged to give





In the limit of ∆→ 0 (or equivalently N →∞), this starts to resemble a differential






The initial conditions for this differential equation follow on from the recursion relation
definitions, i.e. φ(0) = 0, φ′(0) = 1. Consequently the fluctuation factor can be
determined by solving the differential equation for f(τ) and evaluating it at tf . The
fluctuating factor is therefore
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For a simple harmonic oscillator, g(t) = mω2, making Eq. (2.53) trivial to solve and




Having fixed the fluctuating factor, we may now proceed to calculating the classical
action. In the case of g(t) = mω2, solving the Euler-Lagrange equation gives the
following equation of motion6
mx¨(t) = −mω2x(t) + f(t) (2.55)
whose solution is required for the classical action for the system.
Solving this equation is not entirely trivial, but can be accomplished in a variety
of ways (a Green’s function approach is often used here). In the interest of novelty
we shall take a slightly different approach, which to the best of my knowledge has
not previously been applied to this problem. First we re-express Eq. (2.55) as a first
order matrix equation











Solving this equation with the integrating factor exp(At) yields






This solution can be recast by expanding the matrix exponentials. This first requires
6Its also possible to solve the equation of motion exactly when g(t) is an integrable function
[108,109], but for our purposes it is sufficient to stick to a fixed frequency.
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A nice feature of this method is that once the equation of motion is obtained reading
off the top row, there is a free consistency check that its derivative is equal to the
bottom row. Using A and B for constants and grouping terms produces
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ds f(s) sin (ω(t− s)) (2.62)




ds f(s) cos (ω(t− s)) . (2.63)













Directly substituting Eq. (2.62) into the action would lead to a trigonometric night-


















mω2x(t)2 − f(t)x(t)) (2.65)












The equation of motion for the oscillator from Eq. (2.62) may now be applied to Eq.












ds f(s) cos (ω(tf − s)) . (2.68)

















































cos (ωtf )− 2xfxi (2.72)
+xf (Fc sin (ωtf )− Fs cos (ωtf )) + xiFs
]
. (2.73)
The third term in this expression can be simplified further, noting that Fc sin (ωtf )−
Fs cos (ωtf ) can be reduced via the sine compound angle identity




ds f(s) sin (ωs) . (2.74)












i cos (ωtf )− xfxi
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Figure 2.2: Geometric representation of limit swapping with hatching indicating the











ds f(s) sin (ω(tf − s))
]
. (2.75)













ds f(s) sin (ωs) + xi
∫ tf
0















dsdu f(s)f(u) sin (ω(s− u)) sin (ωtf )
]
. (2.76)
At this point the terms involving multiple integrals require some reformulation. To
achieve this, examine the term on the second line of Eq. (2.76). This is an integration





dt1dt2g(t1, t2) where g is some arbitrary function.























dt1dt2 (g(t1, t2) + g(t2, t1)) (2.77)
where the final equality is obtained by swapping the arguments t1 and t2. Applying














sin (ω(tf − s)) sin (ωu) + sin (ω(tf − u)) sin (ωs)
]
. (2.78)












ds f(s) sin (ωs) + xi
∫ tf
0







dsdu f(s)f(u) sin (ω(tf − s)) sin(ωu)
]
(2.79)
where the last equality follows from the trigonometric compound angle identities.






























dsdu f(s)f(u) sin (ω(tf − s)) sin(ωu)
]
. (2.80)
It took a little while, but it is now possible to state the general form for a propagator
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under a quadratic Lagrangian7:


































dsdu f(s)f(u) sin (ω(tf − s)) sin(ωu)
]}
(2.81)
2.1.7 The Density Matrix as a Path Integral
The discussion thus far has centred on propagators for pure quantum states, restricting
the formalism to systems lacking many of the interesting properties we may wish to
study. The principal goal of this section is an incorporation of temperature and
thermodynamics into the path integral representation. If we consider a system in
thermal equilibrium, then a statistical uncertainty is introduced to the initial state of
the system, and hence to its potential final states. Path integrals offer a compelling
description of statistical phenomena and the density matrix may also be cast in this
form.
First, note that the thermal density matrix may be expressed as a propagator in
imaginary time:
Uˆ(−i~β) = e−βHˆ = Zβ ρˆβ (2.82)
7While Eq.(2.81) is correct, the prefactor is ambiguous. A naive implementation of this propagator
will only give the correct result half the time, and a careful analysis reveals that there is a sign change
in the propagator after each classical time period of the system [110] .
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where ρˆβ is the thermal density matrix and Zβ is its partition function. Here, β is a
parameter that we can split into arbitrarily many pieces ∆, with ∆ = ~β/N . Now











































Dx¯(τ) e− 1~SE (2.85)








m ˙¯x2(τ) + V (x¯(τ))
)
. (2.86)
There is a simple way to relate the Euclidean action to Lagrangian action, allowing all
the results derived for propagators to be used for the density matrix. First, performing
a Wick rotation t→ −iτ on the propagator:
U(xf , tf ;x0, 0)→ U(xf ;x0;−iτf ) =
∫













m ˙¯x2(τ) + V (x¯(τ)) = iSE (2.89)
U(x,−i~β;x′) =
∫
Dx¯(τ) e− 1~SE = Zβρβ(x;x′) (2.90)
This confirms that the correspondence between the propagator and density matrix
operators under a Wick rotation also holds in the path integral formulation. Using
this fact allows the results for any calculated propagator to be used for the canonical
density matrix with the same Hamiltonian - all time arguments are simply replaced by




























dτ f(τ) sinh (ω(~β − τ))
]}
(2.91)
2.1.8 The Influence Functional
The path integrals considered so far have dealt purely with one-particle systems, but
one of the main utilities of path integrals are their ability to re-express a many particle
problem in terms of a modified one-body equation. This is done via another Feynman
innovation, the influence functional [57].
Consider two subsystems Q and X respectively characterised by collective coor-
dinates q and x, with an interaction HI(q, x). The total Hamiltonian is described
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by
Htot(q, x) = HQ(q) +HX(x) +HI(q, x). (2.92)
Let us imagine that we are only interested in the dynamics of one of the subsystems






ρ(q, x; q′, x′; t)A(q, q′)δ (x− x′) dqdq′dxdx′. (2.93)





ρ(q, x; q′, x′; t)δ (x− x′) dxdx′. (2.94)
So far, this is simply a restatement of the fundamental properties of the density matrix
given in section 1.2. Additionally, when we incorporate time evolution, the density
matrix at time tf is






0U(q, x; q0, x
′









Notice that for density matrices there are two propagators acting on the unprimed
and primed coordinates at either side of the density matrix, which can be interpreted
as forward and reversed time trajectories respectively [91].
If we insert the path integral representation for the propagators we obtain:
ρ(q, x; q′, x′; tf ) =
∫
DQDX eiStot~ ρ(q0, q′0;x0, x′0; tf )
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where in the interests of concision we have made the abbreviations:
dq0dq
′
0Dq(t)Dq′(t) = DQ (2.96)
dx0dx
′
0Dx(t)Dx′(t) = DX (2.97)
Stot = SQ [q (t)]− SQ [q′ (t)] + SX [x (t)]
−SX [x′ (t)] + SI [q (t) , x (t)]− SI [q′ (t) , x′ (t)] . (2.98)
SQ/X are the actions derived from the isolated Q and X subsystem Hamiltonians,
while SI is the component due to the coupling HI . This last equality is somewhat
misleading, given the action is a functional of both the coordinates and their time
derivatives. The functional arguments should be therefore be thought of purely as
labels denoting whether a particular component of the action is due to the forward or
backward propagator trajectories.
Usually when calculating dynamical properties of the reduced system, it is assumed
that the density matrix is initially in a product state, that is:





where the time coordinate in the initial density matrices is implicitly 0. Partitioning
the intial density matrix is equivalent to stipulating that the interaction between the
systems is only turned on at time 0+. As discussed in the introduction, this is an
artificial constraint which precludes strong couplings between the two systems, and
later sections shall proceed without it.





Dq(t)Dq′(t)dq0 dq′0 F [q (t) , q′ (t′)] ρQ(q0; q′0) exp (i/~ [SQ [q (t)]− SQ [q′ (t)]])
(2.100)









× exp (i/~ [SX [x (t)]− SX [x′ (t)] + SI [q (t) , x (t)]− SI [q′ (t) , x′ (t)]])
]
. (2.101)
Here F(q, q′) is the influence functional. This object explicitly integrates out the
X system, leaving it a pure function of the Q system coordinates. If the influence
functional is expressed as a complex phase




Φ [q (t) , q′ (t′)]
)
(2.102)
then it is possible to define an effective density-matrix propagator for the evolution
of the Q system:
UQ [q (t) , q




Dq(t)Dq′(t)dq0 dq′0UQ [q (t) , q′ (t′)] ρQ(q0; q′0) (2.104)
Furthermore, if one is able to disentangle UQ into a product of the form
UQ [q (t) , q




then an effective Hamiltonian can also be defined, capturing exactly the dynamics
of the Q system, but without any reference to the X system it is interacting with.
This is the power of the influence functional, as it allows for the mapping of an
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interacting subsystem to an isolated system with a modified Hamiltonian. In the
context of open systems, the dimensionality of the environment is incomparably large
as compared to the system of interest. Being able to use the influence functional to
characterise the environmental effect on the open system is highly desirable (even if
only for numerical efficiency). Unfortunately, there is no such thing as a free lunch, and
the influence functional is no exception. Finding an explicit expression for even the
simplest environmental models requires extensive work. Nevertheless, it is possible,
and chapter 3 details explicitly the calculation of a generalised influence functional.
2.2 Hubbard-Stratonovich Transformation
In this section we will explore some useful theorems in statistics, using them to eventu-
ally reformulate influence functionals in such a way that the path integral prescription
can be reversed. All of this is in the service of the ultimate aim of deriving an effec-
tive equation of motion for the Q system without reference to X. In our case, this
ultimately requires the application of a Hubbard-Stratonovich (HS) transformation in
two time dimensions. This in turn necessitates a short diversion into the mathematics
of Gaussian processes.
2.2.1 Real Gaussian processes
Consider a collection of Gaussianly distributed real random variables zi described by
the set {zi}. We can associate to each zi an ordering parameter ti. This is then a
multivariate Gaussian process whose joint distribution can be expressed as:
















where C is the normalisation and mi = 〈zi〉. By ordering the N random variables
by the parameter ti, this Gaussian process can be interpreted as the probability for
the trajectory of a single random variable over time. Before this can be used produc-
tively, it is worth checking that the usual Gaussian distribution properties apply. For
instance, the correlation function between two given variables is:
〈(zj −mj)(zk −mk)〉 =
∫










using zi −mi = xi in the last equality. Eq. (2.107) is most easily resolved using the




λ . A is a symmetric
matrix, so by the spectral theorem the eigenvectors have an orthogonal basis. A
new variable yλ = xTeλ =
∑
i xieλi, can be defined where the eij are elements in
an orthonormal matrix constructed from the eigenvectors (each row/column is an
eigenvector). The inverse relation is easily found from this orthogonality as xi =∑
λ yλeλi. The Jacobian for this transformation is:
J =
∣∣∣∣∂xi∂yλ
∣∣∣∣ = |eλi| = 1 (2.108)






































i.e. a standard Gaussian integral with the addition of a Kronecker delta. This is
due to the fact that if i 6= j then the integration is over an odd function which goes







































A Gaussian process is now obtainable from this distribution by attaching a time
label to each random variable and taking the continuous limit. Before doing so, we
shall consider the generalisation of this distribution to complex variables.
2.2.2 Complex Gaussian Distributions
The Gaussian process examined above uses real variables zi, but later results require
a generalisation to complex variables. Consider a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
over the complex variables8 η, η∗ defined by







8The complex process has to use both the variable and its conjugate to ensure that the integral









We can assume without loss of generality that the covariance matrix is real and
symmetric, as it is always possible to redefine one’s stochastic variables to satisfy this
condition. The exponent can then be expressed in terms of two real variables:
η = x1 + ix2 (2.115)
η∗ = x1 − ix2 (2.116)
which allows for a redefinition of the distribution exponent








The elements of Σ are related to Φ in the following manner
σ11 = φηη + 2φηη∗ + φη∗η∗ (2.119)
σ22 = 2φηη∗ − φηη − φη∗η∗ (2.120)
σ12 = σ21 = i(φηη − φη∗η∗) (2.121)
with a new determinant
|Σ| = −4 (φηηφη∗η∗ − φ2ηη∗) . (2.122)
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Importantly, the new matrix Σ is also positive semi-definite.




















∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1 i1 −i
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = −2i (2.124)





















This is the same result as if we had used the identities for real Gaussian processes
directly on Eq. (2.113). Correlation functions for these complex variables can similarly









































































Thus, the complex Gaussian distribution in one variable obeys the same identities
as in the two-variable real case. In fact, if we repeat the above process for complex
entries in the covariance matrix, we only require that the matrix be positive semi-
definite and Hermitian.
2.2.3 The Multivariate Complex Gaussian










































N ] = 1 (2.135)














where the extra indices act as the most convenient way to distinguish between each
complex variable z1i and its complex conjugate z2i :





Since we already know the results for the single variable complex case, the easiest







































































∣∣∣∣ = |eαλi| = 1. (2.143)
Using the usual rules for Gaussian integrals this gives:





















































































The N dimensional complex Gaussian and the correlation functions generated
from it have the same structure as in the case of a 2N dimensional real Gaussian.
From this point forward we may apply these identities to any complex process.
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2.2.4 The Hubbard-Stratonovich Transformation
Having established the important properties of the complex Gaussian process, we















Here z is the vector of all the complex variables and its conjugates, with individual
elements labeled as before with zαi . Evaluating the Fourier transform is simply a case
of completing the square of the exponent:
−1
2
zTΦz + izTk = −1
2
(
z− iΦ−1k)T Φ (z− iΦ−1k)− 1
2
kTΦ−1k. (2.152)
Since the integration over z is shifted only by a constant −iΦ−1k, the Jacobian of


















As has already been mentioned, each random variable has an ordering parameter
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ti. Much like in the path integral derivation, we can make these ordering parameters




Defining now a single process zαi = zα(ti) kαi = ∆kα(ti), we take the continuum limit































dtdt′ kα(t)Aαβ (t, t′) kβ(t′).
(2.156)





dt′ Φαβ(t, t′)Aβγ(t′, t′′) = δ(t− t′′)δαγ (2.157)









Having taken the continuous limit, the measure for the integration is now akin to a




i → Dzα(τ). In the continuous limit , the Fourier
transform κ becomes










dtdt′ kα(t)Aαβ (t, t′) kβ(t′)
]
. (2.159)
Remembering the original definition of κ in Eq. (2.151) , it is possible to interpret














Importantly, the relationship between the kα is not constrained in the same way as the
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variables zα are. This means we are free to choose what, if any, functional dependence
there is between k1(t) and k2(t).

































































The HS transformation equates a deterministic non-local integral exponent to one
involving local stochastic terms that must be averaged over the distribution W . In a
more physical sense, we can consider the HS transformation as converting a system
of two body potentials into a set of independent particles in a fluctuating field. It
is a tremendously useful transformation, and in the next chapter shall be applied in
concert with the influence functional formalism.
2.2.5 Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation over P time di-
mensions
In order to apply the HS transformation to later results, we provide here an original
generalisation of the transformation. In the previous sections, the introduction of
9Invented by Stratonovich, popularised outside the USSR by Hubbard.
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extra stochastic variables and their time dynamics was achieved simply through the
addition of extra indices, partitioning the arbitrary sum of random complex variables
in different ways. There is no reason the same technique cannot be recycled to in-
troduce additional time dimensions. Consider the Fourier transform in Eq. (2.151),
partitioning z into J variables of length N . This time index can be further divided



































m = n mod (M) . (2.166)
If we take the continuum limit M,P → ∞ and assign tp1 = 0, tpM = tpf , then the






































This is the HS transformation in P time dimensions. This equation is a crucial gen-
eralisation required to move beyond the partitioned approximation when evaluating
influence functionals, whose full utility will become apparent in the next chapter.
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2.3 Koopman von-Neumann Dynamics
We close this chapter introducing the Koopman von-Neumann (KvN) formalism for
classical mechanics. This is in a sense the adjoint to formulations of quantum mechan-
ics in phase space [112] or path integrals. While the latter theories are “classicalised”
descriptions of quantum phenomena, KvN mechanics casts classical systems in a quan-
tum language. Specifically, KvN mechanics is the reformulation of classical mechan-
ics in a Hilbert space formalism [113]. This representation [113] has been deployed
fruitfully in various contexts, including the time-dependent frequency harmonic oscil-
lator [114], the analysis of dissipative phenomena [115], and in linear representations
of non-linear dynamics [116]. In our context, KvN is a formalism that will allow for
the direct importation of many of the quantum results of this thesis into a classical
setting.
2.3.1 The Koopman Operator
KvN is a Hilbert space theory, so to begin with let us define its essential characteristics.
In its functional form, a Hilbert space consists of the set of functions L2(P , dµ):
L2 (P , dµ) =
{
φ : P → C
∣∣∣∣∫ dµ |φ|2 <∞} (2.169)
i.e. the set of all functions on a space P that are square integrable with a measure dµ.
The other necessary ingredient in a Hilbert space is the definition of an inner product
〈φ |ψ 〉 =
∫
dµ φ∗ψ (2.170)
for φ, ψ ∈ L2 (P , dµ).
Physics is introduced to this formalism by interpreting the elements of L2 as prob-
ability density amplitudes. In addition, observables are associated with Hermitian
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operators and states obey the Born rule. The probability distribution for a state is
therefore the square of its wavefunction ρ = |ψ2|. In addition, Stones’ theorem guar-
antees there exists a one-parameter, continuous group of unitary transformations on
L2 of the form [117]:
Uˆ (t) = eiAˆt (2.171)
where Aˆ is a unique self-adjoint operator10. This family of transformations is inter-
preted as time evolution and leads to the following differential equation:
ψ˙ = iAˆψ (2.172)
So far, this is identical to quantum mechanics. The key distinction between quan-
tum and Koopman dynamics is the way elements of L2 are evolved in time. Specifying
the form of Aˆ adds physics to the formalism, and requires both the imposition of the
Ehrenfest theorems, and a fundamental commutation relation [118]. The choice of
commutation relation is the sole distinction between Koopman dynamics and quantum
















since these hold for any state, we find the following relations for the time generator:
10This will be relevant in chapter 5.
11It should also be noted that the choice of commutation relation also defines the measure on
the Hilbert space. While dµ = dqdp is a valid measure in the classical case, only dµ = dq (q
representation) preserves non-negativity for the quantum commutation relation [119]. One may still
elect to use the full phase space quantum mechanically, but the object under consideration in this














= −Vˆ ′ (x) (2.176)
In the quantum case [xˆ, pˆ] = i~. When this is applied to Eqs. (2.175) & (2.176)
they uniquely identify the self-adjoint operator12 as Aˆ = −1~Hˆ. This recovers the
familiar Schrödinger equation:
i~ψ˙qm = Hˆψqm (2.177)
In KvN mechanics [xˆ, pˆ] = 0. As a result, the xˆ and pˆ operators have a common
set of eigenstates. These form an orthonormal eigenbasis, furnished with the usual
relationships:
xˆ |x, p〉 = x |x, p〉 〈x, p |x′, p′ 〉 = δ (x− x′) δ (p− p′)
pˆ |x, p〉 = p |x, p〉
∫
dxdp |x, p〉 〈x, p| = 1. (2.178)
One consequence of allowing the phase space operator to commute is that it is im-
possible to construct an operator that satisfies the Ehrenfest theorems purely out of





















With the addition of these “ambiguity” operators, one obtains Aˆ = −Kˆ,where Kˆ is
12While it’s easy to see that the first Ehrenfest theorem requires the time generator to consist of
a 12m pˆ
2 term, finding Vˆ (x) with the second Ehrenfest theorem necessitates the introduction of the
overlap 〈xˆ|pˆ〉 = e ipx~ together with judicious use of integration by parts.
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the Koopman operator :





λˆ− Vˆ ′ (x) θˆ (2.182)
2.3.2 Basis overlaps
In quantum mechanics, the position and momentum bases form a complementary
pair, and it is often useful to transform between them. To do so, one must derive the
overlap between them. This is particularly useful for specifying a representation of an
operator in its conjugate basis. In KvN, basis transformations are similarly helpful.
In the classical case there are four “canonical” sets of simultaneous eigenbases, these
are:
|x, p〉 |x, θ〉
|λ, p〉 |λ, θ〉 . (2.183)
Here we outline the procedure for deriving the overlap between two bases of non-
commuting operators. Take two Hermitian operators xˆ and yˆ with the commutation
relation:
[xˆ, yˆ] = 1 (2.184)




Applying this commutator to an eigenstate of xˆ we obtain:
xˆeayˆ |x〉 = (x+ a) eayˆ |x〉 (2.186)
indicating eayˆ |x〉 is an eigenstate of the xˆ operator with eigenvalue x + a. From this
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we can conclude that eayˆ is a translation operator13
eayˆ |x〉 = |x+ a〉 . (2.187)
Furthermore, it is possible give an explicit form for yˆ in this basis:








(ψ (x+ a)− ψ (x)) = ∂
∂x
ψ (x) (2.188)
i.e. yˆ is given by ∂
∂x
in the x representation.
In KvN mechanics, the commutator between operators is always i. Making the
assignment iyˆ = λˆ, we can calculate the overlap between xˆ and λˆ:
λ 〈λ |x〉 = 〈λ |iyˆ|x〉 = i ∂
∂x
〈λ |x〉 (2.189)
=⇒ 〈λ |x〉 = N (λ) e−iλx. (2.190)
The normalisation of the overlap is easily checked using:
δ (x− x′) =
∫
dλ 〈x′ |λ〉 〈λ |x〉 = 2pi |N (λ)|2 δ (x− x′) (2.191)
=⇒ N (λ) = 1√
2pi
(2.192)
This generically specifies the form of the overlap between eigenstates. Any eigenbasis
of an operator is also an eigenbasis of operators it commutes with. Equipped with
this, one may straightforwardly generate the following overlaps for the simultaneous
eigenstates
〈x, θ |x′, p〉 = 1√
2pi
δ (x− x′) e−iθp (2.193)
13Strictly speaking we only have eayˆ |x〉 = f(x, y) |x+ a〉, but normalisation of eigenstates guaran-
tees f (x, y) is a pure phase. We can then get rid of this phase with a redefinition of the instantaneous
eigenstates. All I’m doing here is skipping the baggage irrelevant to the final result.
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〈λ, p |x, p′ 〉 = 1√
2pi
δ (p− p′) e−iλx (2.194)
〈λ, p |x, θ 〉 =
∫
dx′dp′ 〈λ, p |x′, p′ 〉 〈x′, p′ |x, θ 〉 = 1
2pi
e−iλxeiθp. (2.195)
The mathematics of specifying overlaps is generic between quantum and KvN mechan-
ics, with the only generalisation arising from KvN’s simultaneous eigenbases allowing
a greater degree of freedom in representation.
2.3.3 Liouville’s Theorem For KvN
Having derived the Koopman operator, we should check that this is consistent with




|ψ〉 = −Kˆ |ψ〉 (2.196)
we pick a specific representation:
ψ (x, p) = 〈x, p |ψ 〉 (2.197)
xˆ→ x pˆ→ p (2.198)
λˆ→ −i ∂
∂x









− V ′ (x) ∂ψ
∂p
. (2.200)











The evolution of a classical wavefunction may therefore be expressed as
ψ˙ (q, p) = iKˆψ (q, p) = {H,ψ (q, p)} (2.202)
The phase space representation of the Koopman operator is the Poisson bracket. The
evolution equation for the classical wavefunction is therefore identical to that for the
associated probability density
ρ˙ (q, p) = {H, ρ (q, p)} . (2.203)
This fact is particularly helpful, as it means that a classical wavefunction and its
equivalent probability density are evolved by the same propagator. Explicitly:
Uˆcl (t) = e
−itKˆ (2.204)
ψ (xf , pf ) = Ucl (xf , pf , tf ;xi, pi, 0)ψ (xi, pi) (2.205)
|ψ (xf , pf )|2 = ρ (xf , pf ) = Ucl (xf , pf , tf ;xi, pi, 0) ρ (xi, pi) . (2.206)
This identification of the Koopman operator with the Poisson bracket is dou-
bly useful, as any coordinate transformation that preserves the Poisson bracket (i.e.
canonical transformations) [1] can be used as an operator basis. This is an important
distinction from quantum mechanics where the quantisation of a Hamiltonian must
be done in the Cartesian coordinate system. This is due to the fact that different
physical systems can be represented by the same mathematical expression. Consider
that H = p
2
2
can equally well represent a free particle or harmonic oscillator with a set
of canonical coordinates. Classically, this is irrelevant as one can freely transform the
dynamics from one set of coordinates to another. When phase space measurements
do not commute however, the statistics of a free particle and harmonic oscillator can
not be brought together with a canonical coordinate transformation. In this sense
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the fundamental commutation relation forces a particular coordinate basis on the
operators we quantise, whereas in KvN we are free to transform operators with any
transformation that preserves the Poisson bracket14.
Aside: Unifying Classical and Quantum Dynamics
One of the most intriguing aspects of KvN is the prospect of a truly unified for-
malism for both quantum and classical mechanics. This was achieved recently in a
framework known as Operant Dynamic Conditioning (ODC) [105, 118]. Briefly, this
is accomplished by extending the usual quantum mechanical algebra with ambiguity
operators:









where κ is a parameter one sets between the limit of 0 (classical) and 1 (quantum).
This is precisely isomorphic to the KvN algebra, such that the quantum operators
may all be expressed as linear combinations of classical KvN operators. Imposing the
condition that in the limit κ→ 0 the quantum operators become their classical equiv-
alents, it is possible to derive the generator of both quantum and classical mechanics























The generator bears more than a passing resemblance to the Wigner phase func-
tion [123], which should not be surprising. The Wigner phase represents quantum
mechanics in a classical phase space, while the ODC generator determines time evo-
14One might ask about what becomes of the commutation relations between the phase space vari-
ables and the ambiguity variables after a coordinate transform. Given that these operators are
invoked precisely to enforce the Ehrenfest theorem (and therefore the Poisson bracket), the commu-
tation relationships between the transformed ambiguity and phase space operators are identical to
the original coordinates.
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lution purely in terms of the classical operators. This generator also transparently
recovers the Koopman operator in the limit15
lim
κ→0
Hˆqc = ~Kˆ. (2.209)
There is a supreme irony present in this combined picture of dynamics, but it
requires some context. Since the genesis of quantum mechanics, there has always
been an argument over how to interpret the formalism, and the unintuitive behaviour
it predicts. This debate has spawned plenty of alternate interpretations [125], most of
which have the questionable virtue of being wildly unparsimonious without achieving
a more intelligible rendering of the facts of reality. One of the earliest proposals to
“explain” quantum mechanics was that as a theory it was incomplete, and as such its
predictions are due to some missing information16.
Specifically, it was proposed that local hidden variables were a necessary com-
ponent of any theory [126] that could surmount the EPR paradox [127]. Implicit
in this work is an expectation that by extending quantum theory, one could restore
counterfactual definiteness to the situation and reclassicalise the world. This was a
forlorn hope, as later work by Bell demonstrated that no local hidden variable theory
could capture the correlative predictions of quantum mechanics [128], subsequently
confirmed by the experiments of Alain Aspect [129]. As with any no-go theorem
there are a number of loopholes, but subsequent [130] experiments [131] have [132]
closed [133] these [134] off [135].
15Astonishingly, quadratic polynomial potentials automatically satisfy Hˆqc = ~Kˆ for any value
of κ. This is emphasising the same point as the semiclassical approximation for the path integral,
namely that for these potentials the quantum and classical dynamics are identical. The principal
distinction between the regimes is that when κ is non-zero, the xp representation of the wavefunction
is essentially the Wigner quasiprobability. Its negative regions are of the order ~κ, so that in the
classical limit we obtain a regular probability density [124].
16A view favoured by both Einstein & de Broglie. In their attempts to pursue it, Einstein kept
deriving self-evidently absurd results, while de Broglie formulated the pilot wave theory that became
de Broglie-Bohm mechanics.
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The consequence of this work is the confirmation that it is impossible to describe
quantum mechanics in a classical setting with local hidden variables. No great sur-
prise, but KvN dynamics provides a complement to this statement- it is possible
to describe classical physics in a quantum mechanical framework, but requires local
hidden variables17.
Freeman Dyson once remarked that it may well be that the book of the world
is written in a language humans are incapable of understanding. Nevertheless, the
universe exists and has structure, so the minimum we can expect is structure in its
statistics. In this view, it seems likely that our most fundamental understanding
of reality has to be on a statistical level. If it happens to be possible to describe
the dynamics of those statistics, so much the better. ODC is just such a statistical
theory. Its principal advantage is the unity of description that it provides, manifestly
containing classical physics as a special case, but retaining the essential novelty of
quantum mechanics (i.e. statistics on a non-commutative algebra).
Finally, let me remark that there is an ongoing debate in foundational quantum
mechanics as to the epistemic or ontic nature18 of the wavefunction [136], but I have
never met a physicist similarly concerned about the nature of a probability distribu-
tion. This seems to be a case of cognitive dissonance, as the two are in a profound
sense the same object. It is perhaps a historical misfortune that almost all human
experience happens at the pathological end of the scale where κ = 0 and all the dis-
tributions are delta functions. The fact that this particular regime is familiar tricks
us into believing we understand it better than we do.
I would hazard that the vague sense of discomfort experienced by those learning
17One could reframe this and say that quantum mechanics is a local hidden variable theory, but so
is classical mechanics, and this doesn’t remove the essential “problem” of non-commuting variables.
This rather defeats the point of invoking them in a quantum context.
18Stephen Weinberg has a nice line on the encroachment of philosophical vocabulary into physics:
“A physicist friend of mine once said that in facing death he drew some consolation from the reflection
that he would never again have to look up the word hermeneutics in the dictionary.”
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quantum mechanics for the first time is misplaced. The ultimate cause is that classical
mechanics is the strange theory, representing a limit which breaks algebraic structure.
The fact the two theories are difficult to reconcile is not due to inherent quantum
spookiness, but an under-interpretation of classical physics.
2.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we have presented the essential techniques necessary for the derivations
in the rest of the thesis. Many of these methods have a rich literature surrounding
them, and in a more extended analysis each could warrant a chapter of their own.
In the process I have attempted to provide where possible some novel derivations for
important results19. I have also included one original result in this chapter- the P
time HS transform seen in section 2.2.5, on the grounds that it is easier to read about
the generalisation when it is immediately preceded by the original transformation.
This will be utilised in chapter 3, together with the influence functional formalism.
The Koopman von-Neumann formalism is exclusively used in chapter 5, where we
will derive its path integral before bringing to bear all the methods detailed in this
chapter to perform an equivalent classical analysis to that found in chapter 3.
19It is surprisingly difficult to source the derivations for some of these results. For example, I
was unable to find a complete calculation for the forced harmonic oscillator path integral before
embarking on my own.
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Chapter 3
The Extended Stochastic Liouville
Equation
Man is sometimes extraordinarily,
passionately, in love with suffering.
Fyodor Dostoevsky
Equipped with the mathematical techniques detailed in the previous chapter, we
may turn our attention to deriving the central result of this thesis. This chapter
adapts and extends my previously published work [137], deriving using the path inte-
gral formalism a set of stochastic differential equations for the reduced density matrix
of an open system which describe its dynamics exactly. The model employed is based
on a generalised Caldeira-Leggett Hamiltonian [90], from which we obtain a system
of first order stochastic differential equations over real and imaginary time that af-
ter averaging describe the evolution of the state of a dissipative quantum system
for partition-free initial conditions. These equations, which we term the Extended
Stochastic Liouville Equation (ESLE), represent both a synthesis and extension of
the work outlined in the introduction, allowing for a simple and exact closed form
description of an arbitrary open system evolving from realistic initial conditions. The
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chapter will be organised as follows:
Section 3.1 details the model employed, and the class of applicable initial condi-
tions. In section 3.2 we will employ the influence functional formalism (sec. 2.1.8)
to explicitly derive the effective propagator for the open system. In section 3.3 the
two-time HS transformation (sec. 2.2.5) is applied to the influence functional found
in the previous section, introducing the corresponding complex Gaussian stochastic
fields. Section 3.4 presents the path integral describing the reduced density matrix
of the primary system and the operator ESLE equations of motion that it implies.
These equations account for both the generalised Hamiltonian and partition-free ini-
tial conditions.
After deriving the ESLE, we present some brief extensions in section 3.5. These
include a model simplification for an infinite bath, a classical limit for the ESLE, an
approximation for the Hamiltonian of mean force, and an examination of the effect of
attaching a second environment. Finally, section 3.6 provides a short summary and
discussion of the ESLE.
3.1 Model
Consider a many-body phonon system of the type described in section 1.3. It consists
of a general central system (the open system), described by the Hamiltonian HQ (q).
The secondary system (the environment) is composed ofM harmonic oscillators (with
masses mi) coupled both internally and with the open system. The open system
itself may be subjected to time-dependent external fields. The environment uses
displacement coordinates ξi and the interaction between the two systems is linear in
ξ ≡ {ξi} but a set of arbitrary functions f ≡ {fi} in q. The joint Hamiltonian is
therefore
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This Hamiltonian differs from the standard CL Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.22) in two
important respects. First, the interaction between the primary and secondary systems
is no longer strictly bilinear, but may depend on any function of q. In addition, the
atomic displacements that form the environment are now coupled to each other as well
as the system, with the coupling described by the force-constant matrix Λij. These
alterations will have a material effect on the results. The counter-term found in Eq.
(1.22) has been dropped, as this term disappears when the Hamiltonian of an arbitrary
combined system is expanded in a power series in terms of atomic displacements. In
this sense the model Hamiltonian is the second-order expansion of any conceivable
system-bath Hamiltonian.
The density matrix evolves in the usual manner according to the Liouville equation:













is the corresponding evolution operator (using the time ordering operator Tˆ ). Impor-
tantly we need not assume that the system Hamiltonian HQ(q) is time-independent,
HQ (q) ≡ HQ (q, t). The dynamics of the open system are found by tracing the full






while the total and reduced density matrices in coordinate space are, respectively:
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ρtott (q, ξ; q
′, ξ′) = 〈q, ξ| ρˆtot(t) |q′, ξ′〉 (3.5)
ρt(q, q
′) = 〈q| ρˆ(t) |q′〉 . (3.6)
The propagators in this space are given by:
U
(





∣∣∣Uˆ (t; t0)∣∣∣ q¯, ξ¯〉 (3.7)〈
q¯, ξ¯
∣∣∣Uˆ † (t; t0)∣∣∣ q, ξ〉 = 〈q¯, ξ¯ ∣∣∣Uˆ (t0; t)∣∣∣ q, ξ〉 = U (q¯, ξ¯, t0; q, ξ, t) (3.8)
The second equality has been constructed to demonstrate that in coordinates, Uˆ † has
the form of a backward propagation in time. Setting t0 = 0 for convenience, the open






dq¯ dq¯′ dξ dξ′ δ (ξ − ξ′)U(q, ξ, t; q¯, ξ¯, 0)ρtot0 (q¯,ξ¯; q¯′, ξ¯′)U(q¯′, ξ
′
, 0; q′, ξ′, t).
(3.9)
3.1.1 Normal Modes











and eλ = {eλi} are eigenvectors of the dynamical matrixD = {Dij},Dij = Λij/√mimj,





λ = 1 conditions. Applying these transformations, the Hamilto-
nian can be expressed as:
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dx¯dx¯′dx dq¯dq¯′ U (q, x, t; q¯, x¯, 0) ρtot0 (q¯,x¯; q¯
′, x¯′)U (q¯′, x¯′, 0; q′, x, t) .
(3.12)
Before Eq. (3.12) can be solved, we must specify the form of the initial density
matrix ρtot0 . It is usually assumed that the two systems are initially partitioned. The
initial condition of Eq. (1.23) under strong coupling may not exactly predict the
transient behaviour under perturbations due to the artificial equilibriation of each
system separately. If we wish to extract the exact transient dynamics of an open
system (particularly at strong coupling) we must use a more realistic, non-partitioned
initial condition. One solution employed by Grabert et al. [64] is to consider the
full interacting system as being allowed to equilibriate with some time-independent












is the corresponding partition function of the entire system. Here Q
is an operator acting only on the open system. Although this operator may be chosen
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in various ways to reflect specific initial conditions, here we restrict ourselves to the
system initially being in full thermal equilibrium, i.e. we choose Q = 1.
ρˆtot0 = ρˆβ (3.15)
Having specified the initial conditions, the goal is now to derive an equation of
motion that will describe the exact evolution of the reduced density matrix ρt (q, q′)
as given by Eq. (3.12). To do this we will utilise the influence functional to eliminate
the environmental degrees of freedom in Eq. (3.12).
3.2 Representation with Influence Functional
Figure 3.1: Example trajectory for the path integral in Eq. (3.16). Expressing the
canonical density matrix as a path integral introduces a second time dimension, with
dummy end-points q¯, q¯′.
In order to evaluate Eq. (3.12) we will employ the influence functional formalism out-
lined in section 2.1.8. The crucial generalisation is to represent both the propagators
and the initial density matrix as path integrals. The influence functional will now
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also incorporate the environmental trajectories of the imaginary time path integral

















where SQ is the action associated with HQ. Fig. 3.1 shows an example trajectory for
this path integral in the two time dimensions. In the limiting case of no interactions
we would like the influence functional to be unity. The equation above therefore uses
the partition function Z = Zβ/ZB to normalise the influence functional in this limit.











The new normalising constant Z in the equilibrium density operator is not generally
known, and this issue will be discussed in Section 3.4.
3.2.1 Evaluating The Environmental Path Integral
The influence functional consists of the environmental and interactive contributions
from Htot. These have the form of a set of displaced harmonic oscillators in the
environment variables, meaning the path integral in the influence functional is a trivial
generalisation of Eqs. (2.81) and (2.91). It is fully factorised over the normal modes
λ, and for each mode it is composed of a product of three terms, which are the
contributions from the forward, backward and Euclidean propagators. Abbreviating
the functions gλ (q (t)) = gλ (t), gλ (q′ (t)) = g′λ (t) and gλ(q¯(t)) = g¯λ(t), the full
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influence functional is given by:















λ Fλ [qλ (t) , xλ, x¯λ]F
E






λ (t) , xλ, x¯
′
λ] (3.19)
Fλ [qλ (t) , xλ, x¯λ] = exp
{
iωλ
































































dtdt′ g′λ (t) g
′
λ (t
′) sin (ωλ (tf − t)) sin (ωλt′)
]}
(3.21)

































dτdτ ′ g¯λ (τ) g¯λ (τ ′) sinh (ωλ (~β − τ)) sin (ωλτ ′)
]}
(3.22)
3.2.2 Integrating Over Environment Terminals
In order to use the influence functional, it is still necessary to perform the integration1
over the terminals xλ, xλ and x′λ. Despite its formidable appearance, Eq. (3.19)
is simply an exponential quadratic polynomial in the integration variables. As a


























 , Σ =

0 B −B
B A¯+ A −B¯




C [g′λ − gλ]
C¯ [g¯λ] + D¯ [g¯λ]
D [g′λ]− D¯ [g¯λ]
 (3.25)
c = E [gλ]− E [g′λ]− E¯ [g¯λ] (3.26)
Here the parameters in this integral are:



























dt gλ (t) sin (ωλ (tf − t)) (3.30)




dτ g¯λ (τ) sinh (ωλτ) (3.31)




dτ g¯λ (τ) sinh (ωλ (~β − τ)) (3.32)
E [gλ] =
i













dτdτ ′ g¯λ (τ) g¯λ (τ ′) sinh (ωλ (~β − τ)) sin (ωλτ ′)
(3.34)
Having recast the influence functional in this form, it is relatively easy to determine
the overall prefactor. The determinant in Eq. (3.23) is easily evaluated as:
|Σ| = 2B2 (B¯ − A¯) = − ω3λ sinh2 (12ωλ~β)
2 sinh(ωλ~β) sin2(ωλtf )
. (3.35)





(sin (ωλtf ) sinh (ωλ~β))−
1







When taking the product of this prefactor over each mode, we recover the isolated
partition function ZB of Eq. (3.17). This cancels with the 1ZB in Eq. (3.18), giving an
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overall unit prefactor as stipulated previously. After this cancellation, the influence
functional may be represented in a purely exponential form:


















bTΣb + c. (3.38)
3.2.3 The Influence Phase
While Eq. (3.37) represents an in-principle complete evaluation of the influence func-
tional, the form of the influence phase, Φ =
∑
λ Φλ requires significant reorganisation.
This is simply the exploitation of both trigonometric identities to obtain a more
compact representation, but is frankly beyond tedious. After grouping terms, we
obtain [57,64]:
Φλ [q, q




















dt′ (gλ (t)− g′λ (t)) [Kλ (t− t′) gλ (t′)−K∗λ (t− t′) g′λ (t′)] . (3.39)














Note that the kernel appears in three forms, depending on purely imaginary times,
Kλ (iτ
′ − iτ), real times, Kλ (t− t′), and complex times, Kλ (t− iτ). It will be useful
later in the derivation to split the kernel into its real KRλ and imaginary KIλ parts.
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and for complex times










cosh (ωλτ)− sinh (ωλτ)
]
cos (ωλt) (3.43)










sin (ωλt) . (3.44)





















If for real times we also define new sum and difference interaction functions [70],
λ (t) = gλ (t)− g′λ (t) , yλ(t) =
1
2




and substitute these expressions into Eq. (3.39), the single mode influence phase can
now be expressed as:
Φλ [q, q



















KRλ (t− iτ) +KIλ (t− iτ)
]


















θ (t− t′)KIλ (t− t′)
]
λ (t) yλ (t
′) . (3.49)
The final two terms in this expression are a generalisation of the well known Feynman-
Vernon influence functional [57], with the remaining terms arising from the incorpo-
ration of a non-partitioned initial density matrix. Note that, compared to Eq. (3.39),
the above expression was modified to ensure identical limits in the double integrals
over the times t, t′ and τ, τ ′.
3.2.4 Returning To The Real Space Representation
The influence phase still contains the normal mode interaction term gλ. Using Eq.
(3.11), we can re-express the phase in terms of the original interaction given in the site
representation. The normal mode transformation did not change the q coordinates
themselves, so there is no difference between representations in the path integral
measure or action Sq in Eq. (3.16). The system-bath interaction term contained in
the influence functional will have a different form however, and hence the influence
phase has a non-trivial alternative representation in terms of functions fi(t) ≡ fi (q (t))
rather than gλ (q (t)). In this representation the sum and difference functions
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si (t) = fi (t)− f ′i (t) and ri (t) =
1
2
(fi (t) + f
′
i (t)) (3.50)
can conveniently be introduced, using f ′i(t) ≡ fi (q′ (t)). Substituting Eq. (3.11) into












eλiyλ (t) . (3.51)
The influence phase in the site representation is most easily expressed by defining






























so that the influence phase can be re-expressed in terms of the site interactions:



















































where an obvious short-hand notation f(q¯(τ)) ≡ f¯i(τ) has also been introduced.
The influence phase expressed here contains additional complexity compared to
one derived using a standard CL model (which does not require a normal mode trans-
formation) [64]. After allowing the environment to contain internal couplings, we find
that the effect of this generalisation on the form of the influence phase is not trivial:
instead of a single sum over the bath lattice in the CL model, we have double sums in
Eq. (3.56), and this will have a profound effect on the dimensionality of the stochastic
field to be introduced below.
In principle, having found the influence phase, Eq. (3.16) can be used to describe
the exact dynamics of the open system at all times. Path integrals are however
awkward to evaluate outside of certain special cases. Instead, we will use Eq. (3.16)
to derive an operator expression, and hence a Liouville-von Neumann type equation
for the reduced density matrix instead2. Unfortunately the influence phase in its
current form presents two obstacles. First, there are double integrals in two time
variables (t and τ), meaning a non-local differential equation. More problematically,
there is no way to disentangle the influence functional coordinates such that the
open system density matrix can be described as the product of forward, backward
2This is why the use of path integrals here is a little perverse. They are only used to reformulate
the analytically tractable part of the Hamiltonian before reverting back to standard methods. Path
integrals are useful, but mostly as an intermediate result- the last thing you’d want to do is actually
perform a calculation with them.
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and Euclidean propagators. Consequently, there is no simple method to construct a
differential equation directly out of Eq. (3.16). Instead we will generalise previous
work [28, 70, 71, 85], and use a transformation to convert this non-local (in the sense
of the action being a double integral over time) system into a local one exactly, at the
cost of introducing stochastic variables.
3.3 The Two-Time Hubbard-Stratonovich Transfor-
mation
At this point we are in a position to use the results of section 2.2.5. For our purposes,
we require two time dimensions, t and τ , running up to tf and ~β respectively, with
associated stochastic fields z(t) and z¯(τ). Here we will indicate the average over the




















































































The connection between the influence phase in Eq. (3.57) and the exponent in Eq.
(3.58) should become transparent with the choice of tf or ~β as the upper limits of
each time integration. The choice for the second time dimension to run up to ~β has
been made to highlight the closeness between the influence phase in Eq. (3.57) and
the two-time HS transformation presented here.
Now we would like to apply the HS transformation to the influence functional
expression given by Eqs. (3.37), (3.56) and (3.57). It is clear from the structure of
the exponent in the influence functional in Eq. (3.57), that auxiliary stochastic fields
should be introduced separately for each lattice site index i. Moreover, there should













where we have redefined the complex vector z ≡ {zi} to include two noises and their
conjugates. Next, we make the following correspondence between the functions ki(t)
in the HS transformation (3.58) and the functions si(t), ri(t) and f i(τ) appearing in
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The three pairs of stochastic processes we have introduced must ensure that the
influence functional given by Eqs. (3.37), (3.56) and (3.57) coincide exactly with the
right hand side of the HS transformation (3.58). Therefore, comparing the exponents
in the right hand side of Eq. (3.58) and Eq. (3.57), explicit formulas can be established
for the correlation functions Aαβij between the noises. These are:
〈ηi (t) ηj (t′)〉r = ~LRij (t− t′) (3.66)
〈ηi(t)νj (t′)〉r = 2iΘ (t− t′)LIij (t− t′) (3.67)
〈ηi (t) µ¯j (τ)〉r = −~
[
LRij (t− iτ) + iLIij (t− iτ)
]
(3.68)
〈µ¯i (τ) µ¯j (τ ′)〉r = ~
[
Leij (τ − τ ′)− Loij (|τ − τ ′|)
]
(3.69)
〈νi (t) νj (t′)〉r = 〈νi (t) µ¯j (τ)〉r = 0. (3.70)
Note that the correlation functions (3.66) and (3.69) are to be symmetric functions
with respect to the permutation i, t ↔ j, t′ and i, τ ↔ j, τ ′, respectively, and the
corresponding functions LRij and L
o,e
ij provide exactly this.
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Taking the above results and applying them to Eq. (3.57), we find that the influ-
ence functional can be described as an average over multivariate complex Gaussian
processes as follows:










dt [ηi (t) si (t) + ~νi (t) ri (t)] + i
∫ ~β
0




where the averaging is made over three pairs of complex noises (or, equivalently, over
six real noises) per lattice site of the environment.
Importantly, the two-time HS transformation is a purely formal one, and we are
free to stipulate that the noises are pure c-numbers. This enables us to avoid the
complication of operator-valued noises, which has been previously shown to have no
material effect on the final result [70,71].
Finally it is worth mentioning that the influence phase given above does not
uniquely define the Gaussian processes that the influence functional is averaged over
after performing the mapping. The influence phase viewed as the right hand side of
the HS transformation does not involve every possible correlation defined under the
Gaussian distribution. In particular, the conditions we impose on some correlation
functions to map the physics to the auxiliary noises do not constrain the correlations







. Therefore any distribution
that satisfies Eqs. (3.66)-(3.70) may be used in this transformation.
3.4 The Extended Stochastic Liouville-von Neumann
Equation
Now the influence functional F [q, q′, q¯] has (finally) been evaluated, we are able to
give a new explicit representation for the reduced density matrix in Eq. (3.16). First,
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having introduced stochastic variables into the equation for the density matrix, we
must define a new object ρ˜t (q; q′) to act as an effective, single-trajectory density
matrix defined for a particular realisation of the stochastic processes z(t) and z¯(τ)










S˜+ [q (t)]− i
~





where three effective actions have been introduced:



















dt L+ [q (t)]
(3.73)



















dt L− [q′ (t)]
(3.74)





HQ [q¯ (τ)] + µ¯i (τ) f¯i (τ)
)
. (3.75)








In the definitions of the effective actions we have reinserted the original forces fi(t),
fi (t
′) and f i(τ) via Eq. (3.50). It can be seen that the actions S˜+ and S˜− correspond
to two different effective Lagrangians,










which in turn are associated with two different effective Hamiltonians:








fˆi (t) . (3.78)
As was mentioned in Section 3.3, the noises are not promoted to operators but remain
as c-numbers.
3.4.1 Effective Propagators
All three path integral coordinates have now been decoupled from each other, and
as coordinate functionals may be commuted. The density matrix in Eq. (3.72) can




dq¯dq¯′ U+ (q, tf ; q¯, 0) ρ˜0 (q¯; q¯′)U− (q¯′, 0; q′, tf ) ≡ 〈q| ρ˜ (tf ) |q′〉 (3.79)
where









≡ 〈q| Uˆ+ (tf ) |q〉 (3.80)






















≡ 〈q¯ |ρ˜0| q¯′〉 . (3.82)
Notice that the forwards propagator is not the Hermitian conjugate of the backwards
propagator because of the obvious difference in the their respective Hamiltonians. The
consequence of this is that the equation of motion is no longer of the Liouville form,
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i.e. the time derivative of the density matrix is not solely given by the commutator
with some kind of Hamiltonian.
Within Eqs. (3.80) and (3.81) we have also introduced the operators


















which correspond to the forward and backward propagation performed with the dif-
ferent Hamiltonians Hˆ+ and Hˆ− respectively, using the corresponding chronological
T̂ and anti-chronological T˜ time-ordering operators. It is easy to see that the coor-
dinate representation 〈q| Uˆ+ (tf ) |q〉 and 〈q′| Uˆ− (tf ) |q′〉 of such operators give exactly
the paths integrals in these expressions. The propagator operators satisfy the usual
equations of motion
i~∂tUˆ+(t) = Hˆ+(t)Uˆ+(t) (3.85)
i~∂tUˆ−(t) = −Uˆ−(t)Hˆ−(t). (3.86)
3.4.2 Real time Evolution
Taking Eqs. (3.79)-(3.82), the reduced single-trajectory density matrix ρ˜ (tf ) of the
open system can be written as an operator evolution:
ρ˜(t) = Uˆ+(t)ρ˜0Uˆ
−(t). (3.87)
With these definitions it is possible to generate an equation of motion for a single-
trajectory reduced density matrix by simply differentiating the above expression with
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respect to time:
i~∂tρ˜ (t) = Hˆ+ (t) ρ˜ (t)− ρ˜ (t) Hˆ− (t)
=
[















fˆi (t) , ρ˜ (t)
})
(3.88)
At first glance this is identical (with a generalised coupling) to the equation derived
by Stockburger [85] using the partitioned approach, reflecting the fact that the the
structure of the real time dynamics do not depend on initial conditions. The crucial
difference is that in the extended case the noises must satisfy extra correlations, tying
them to the imaginary time evolution.
We also note that, as was mentioned above, the obtained equation does not have
the usual Liouville form because of an extra anti-commutator term in the right hand
side. This originates from the fact that the forward and backward propagations of the
reduced density matrix in Eq. (3.87), are governed by different Hamiltonians. The
same equation of motion for the reduced density matrix can also be obtained using
the method developed by Kleinert and Shabanov in Ref. [70], however their method
requires some care in choosing the correct order of the coordinates and momenta
operators, which is a redundant consideration in this treatment.
3.4.3 Imaginary Time Evolution
All that remains is to determine the new single-trajectory initial density matrix ρ˜0.
This is the true initial (t = 0) single-trajectory reduced density matrix which is ob-
tained from the canonical density matrix (3.15) by tracing out the degrees of freedom
of the bath. There is already a path integral representation for this density, Eq.
(3.82), but it is unwieldy and unintuitive. Once again it is best to work backwards
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to obtain the corresponding effective canonical initial density matrix operator ρ˜0 with
the same path integral representation. We would like to work backwards to obtain
the effective canonical Hamiltonian for the initial density matrix, in the same way as
we did for the propagators. This is not straightforward due to the imaginary time
dependence on the noises. In order to proceed we shall have to postulate what we













This object bears many similarities to the propagator for a time-dependent Hamil-
tonian. It can be considered as the equilibrium density matrix produced from a tem-
perature dependent Hamiltonian, when one quenches from infinite temperature, down
to the desired temperature. The τˆ operator orders inverse-temperatures, in much the
same way as the time ordering operator does for propagators. We shall now demon-
strate that the path integral representation of this density matrix has the form of
Eq.(3.82).
The quenched density in coordinate space is:
ρ¯(q; q′) = 〈q|ρ¯|q′〉 (3.90)
In order to generate the path integral, we must first discretise the operator using


















We know that we will take the limit ∆→ 0 to obtain the path integral, so we will












































































































We can use the Zassenhaus approximation again to split the Hamiltonian into its
kinetic and potential parts












































using |q0〉 = |q′〉 and |qN+1〉 = |q〉.










]∣∣∣∣ qj〉 = 〈qj+1 ∣∣∣∣exp [−1~∆T¯j
]∣∣∣∣ qj〉 exp [−1~∆V¯ (qj, j∆)
]
(3.98)









































]∣∣∣∣ qj〉 = √ m2pi~∆ exp [− m2∆~ (qj+1 − qj)2] (3.102)
and reinserted into Eq.(3.97) to produce the path integral representation for the
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quenched density:
















m (qj+1 − qj)2
2∆2
















with H¯(τ) being a simple function of imaginary time (not an operator).
The path integral representation of the initial density matrix in Eq. (3.82) may
now be identified with Eq. (3.89), using an effective Hamiltonian given by Eq. (3.75):
H (τ) = HˆQ (0) +
M∑
i
µ¯i (τ) fˆi (0) . (3.105)
The initial reduced density operator is now characterised as a propagator through
imaginary time:




















This density operator ρ(τ) is responsible for the thermalisation of the open system
(when τ → β~) and satisfies the Schrödinger-like equation of motion:
−~∂τρ(τ) = H(τ)ρ(τ) (3.108)
ρ(τ = 0) = Z−1 (3.109)
The initial density ρ(τ) must be normalised when the final value of τ ≡ β~ is
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reached, i.e. TrQ [ρ(β~)] = 1, where the trace is taken with respect to the open system
only. Therefore, the correct initial condition for ρ(τ) can be fixed by providing this
normalisation at the end of the imaginary time propagation (note that Z, as a ratio
of two partition functions, is time independent).
The Hamiltonian HQ and the interaction operators in H(τ) have no temperature
dependence, but instead the temperature sets the propagation “time” τ = β~. This
hard limit relating the time to the system temperature is important, as unlike in the
real time case, the effective initial density matrix may diverge as we take τ →∞. This
is a reflection of the fact that the path integral description of the canonical density
matrix is itself only defined for finite temperature.
3.4.4 The ESLE
Taken together, the equations (3.88), (3.106) and (3.108) form the ESLE. They pro-
vide the complete solution for the real time evolution of the reduced density matrix of
an open system in our partition-free approach. They are implemented by first propa-
gating in imaginary time ρ(τ) up to the final time τ ≡ β~ (the Euclidean evolution).
The initial density is then normalised which fixes the value of the partition function
Z. Using the obtained initial density matrix, the real time dynamics of the reduced
density matrix ρ˜(t) are elucidated by solving Eq. (3.88).
Figure 3.2 illustrates the evolution of trajectories through two times, as governed
by the two differential equations. First the system evolves through imaginary time
according to Eq. (3.108) and some realisation of the imaginary time noise trajectory
{µ¯i(τ)}. This state then evolves through real time under Eq. (3.88) using the real
time noise trajectories {ηi(t)} and {νi(t)}, with the requirement that upon averaging
over realisations of these trajectories, they satisfy the correlation functions derived in
section 3.3. The evolution along these two time dimensions is then repeated many
times using various realisations of the stochastic noises, and averaging over many
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trajectories yields the physical reduced density matrix ρ̂ (t) appearing in Eq. (3.76).
Having finally derived this set of equations, it is natural to ask what can be done
with it. A few results derivable from the ESLE will be sketched in the next section.
Figure 3.2: Representative trajectories for the evolution of the system. First there is
an evolution in imaginary time up to τ = β~, before evolving in real time from this
point up to time tf . Different colours correspond to different simulations associated
with particular manifestations of the noises. The average of the final points gives the
physical density matrix at that time (indicated at time tf ).
3.5 Derivations Using the ESLE
In this section we will outline some short results that can be derived using the ESLE.
These are not calculations of specific systems, but designed to illustrate generic be-
haviours and generalisations of the ESLE. Bearing this in mind, the first derivation
will provide a simplification to reduce the dimensionality of the model.
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3.5.1 A Simplified Model
The prescription considered so far requires three noises (ηi(t),νi(t) and µ¯i(t)) per bath
lattice site i. It is useful however when sketching essential features to employ a simpler
model, using the normal modes xλ instead of the site representation. Formally we
replace in Eq. (3.1)mi → 1, i→ λ, Λij → ω2λδλλ′ , eiλ′ → eλλ′ = δλλ′ and fi(q)→ fλ(q),
which reduces the description to the standard Caldeira-Leggett model [11] albeit with
a slightly more general coupling term, −∑λ fλ(q)ξλ. In this representation all the













.The main simplification then comes by assuming that, up to a scaling factor, the q
dependences in the coupling functions fλ(q) are identical, i.e. fλ(q) = cλf(q). In this
prescription it is possible to collectively redefine the noise terms reducing them to just
three distinct terms. Taking the ηi → ηλ noises in Eq. (3.88) as an example:
∑
i
ηi (t) [fi (q) , ρ˜ (t)]− → η (t) [f (q) , ρ˜ (t)]− (3.110)
with η(t) =
∑
λ cληλ(t) being a new Gaussian noise. The correlation function of this
combined noise will be given by:






















cos (ωλ (t− t′)) (3.111)

























I (ω) . (3.112)
Here I (ω) is the bath spectral density, which is formally dependent on the specific
model which couples oscillators of the environment and the system.
Similarly to the η(t) noise, two other collective noises, ν(t) and µ¯(τ), are intro-
duced, bringing the total to three. In the reduced case, which we shall use in the rest
of this section, the ESLE can be completely described by two stochastic differential
equations, one for the initialisation in the imaginary time,
−~∂τρ(τ) =
[
HˆQ (t0) + µ¯ (τ) fˆ (t0)
]
ρ(τ) (3.113)
and another for the propagation in real time:
i~∂tρ˜ (t) =
[










fˆ (t) , ρ˜ (t)
}
(3.114)
where the corresponding correlation functions are given by the following equations:











cos (ω (t− t′)) ≡ Kηη (t− t′) (3.115)





I (ω) sin (ω (t− t′)) ≡ Kην (t− t′) (3.116)

















) ≡ Kηµ¯ (t− iτ) (3.117)
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) ≡ Kµ¯µ¯ (τ − τ ′) (3.118)
〈ν (t) ν (t′)〉r = 〈ν (t) µ¯ (τ)〉r = 0 (3.119)
3.5.2 Classical Limit
While the ESLE is formally rather simple, it is difficult to interpret physically. The
classical limit of the ESLE is useful in establishing some context. As a first pass we
will take this limit heuristically, while in chapter 5 we employ the full power of KvN
dynamics to make a rigorous calculation.
Focusing first on dynamics, we know that in the classical case the only path from
the propagator

























f (q, t) (3.121)
where we have redefined the ν noise as ν ′ = ~ν. The correlation functions for the
noises will also be affected in the classical limit, hence we define new noises that obey
these limiting correlation functions. The classical limit of all correlation functions can
be calculated using the identity
lim
x→0





As a result, we obtain:
lim
~→0





I (ω) cos (ω (t− t′)) (3.123)
lim
~→0





I (ω) cosh (τ + it) (3.124)
lim
~→0





I (ω) cosh (τ − τ ′) (3.125)
lim
~→0
〈η(t)ν ′ (t′)〉r = 〈ηcl(t)ν ′cl (t′)〉r = 0. (3.126)
Since the ν ′ noise is now entirely uncorrelated, it will have no effect on the average





dt LQ (q, t)− η (t) f (q, t) . (3.127)
The classical equation of motion we obtain for a single trajectory is therefore a type
of Langevin equation:
q¨ = −∂V (q)
∂q
+ ηcl (t) f
′ (q, t) (3.128)
It is not a surprise that the classical limit of the ESLE corresponds to a Langevin
equation, but Eq. (3.128) appears to lack some essential features. Most concerningly,
the ν ′ noise appears to have no effect on the dynamics. This is a consequence of
incorporating the dynamic response of the bath into the HS transformation, and
appears to be irretrievably lost in the classical limit. There is also the question of
what the imaginary time noise corresponds to in the classical limit. Since position
and momentum now commute, calculating the thermal reduced probability density
classically is trivial, and the need to describe the initial density as a path integral is
obviated. While the imaginary noise retains non-zero correlations, they are entirely
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ancillary to the classical system dynamics.
Neither of these issues can be satisfactorily answered here. Taking limits is a messy
business and while we can sketch the essential behaviour of the classical system, there
are some subtle issues being passed over without comment. To address this, chapter
5 will construct the KvN path integral and perform an equivalent analysis of the CL
model. In the process, we will establish the correct classical equivalent to the ESLE
and resolve the issue of both the ν and µ¯ noises.
Aside: Interpreting the Trajectories
We have found the classical limit of the ESLE is a Langevin equation, featuring the
same stochastic trajectories as the quantum case. The stochastic trajectories arose
as a formal device in the HS transformation for describing an effective Hamiltonian,
without reference to the physical content of this transformation. The interpretation of
stochastic terms in the classical context is straightforward [69], but what about in the
fully quantum case? Is it possible to attach a physical interpretation to an individual
trajectory?
Critically, for an element of a formalism to be physically meaningful, it must be
possible to isolate its effect on observations. In the purely classical case this is not a
problem, as any given trajectory has an associated probability to be observed, entirely
dependent on the initial condition of the combined system and bath3.
The quantum case is no different, in the sense that the stochastic terms are also
capturing the effect of an unknown initial state sampled from some probability dis-
tribution. The difference lies in the fact that in the quantum regime the statistical
distribution of an observable is due to both the probabilistic sampling of an initial
3This line of thinking has proven to be extraordinarily productive, spawning the field of stochastic
thermodynamics. In particular, it is responsible for the Jarzynski/Crooks fluctuation-dissipation
relations, perhaps the only genuinely new result in thermodynamics for the past century.
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state, and the inherently quantum nature of the system evolution. In order to draw
out a physical interpretation, it must be possible to disentangle these two contribu-
tions, such that one can identify the ensemble of realisations generated by the same
initial state.
Explicitly, let us consider an observable expectation A for the Q subsystem. The










dq A (q, t) . (3.129)
As both the trace operation and the stochastic averaging are linear operations, we











= 〈Aj (t)〉r . (3.130)
The object Aj (t) is the ensemble average for a single noise trajectory, labeled by j.
If the system-environment was initialised in a definite state (rather than a statistical
mixture of states), we would always obtain some Aj(t) as the expectation for Aˆ,
with different initial states corresponding to different trajectories. Furthermore, this
single-trajectory expectation may be expressed as the ensemble average of Aj (q, t):
Aj (t) =
∫
dq Aj (q, t) (3.131)
leading to the interpretation of Aj (q, t) as an observable value found from a single
measurement. The integration over its dependent coordinate is the ensemble average,
while averaging over the j index performs the stochastic average.
The two different processes are illustrated in Fig. 3.3, demonstrating the way one
may partition the overall expectation into averages over either the initial state or the
ensemble, with the full observable expectation being recovered when averaging over
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Figure 3.3: Schematic demonstrating the full ensemble over different initial sys-
tem+bath states. The braces indicate the result when averaging over the appropriate
dimension. Averaging over both the ensemble and stochastic trajectory would yield






both. In this sense it is possible to assign an interpretation to a given stochastic
trajectory, i.e. that its expectations are what we would observe for a system evolving
from a given pure state for the composite system.
If one were to clone a given initial state many times and perform statistics on its
evolution, then Aj (t) would be directly observable and undeniably physical. Unfor-
tunately, the quantum no-cloning theorem [138] explicitly prohibits the copying of an
arbitrary state, rendering the notion of ensemble averaging over a single trajectory
unrealisable. All of this is to say that the effect of the initial state cannot be isolated
and A˜ (q, t) is impossible to access experimentally. In a strictly statistical interpreta-
tion of quantum mechanics, a single stochastic realisation has no physical significance4
and the ESLE only acquires meaning after performing the stochastic averaging. In
the classical limit, the ensemble averaging process becomes redundant (in the context
of a system initialised in a definite state) and hence an unproblematic interpretation
of the trajectories is recovered.
3.5.3 Hamiltonian Of Mean Force
The ESLE is a composition of two differential equations, but yields useful results
even for when the total system is in equilibrium. In this case the imaginary time
differential equation allows for the exact calculation of the reduced equilibrium den-
sity matrix. This is important, as the stationary distribution of dissipative systems
with finite couplings has been shown to deviate from that expected under partitioned
conditions [139]. Describing the statistics of such a system is not trivial, necessitating
a formulation of thermodynamic laws beyond the assumption of weak environmental
coupling [140]. This is sometimes achieved by defining a “Hamiltonian of mean force”
HˆMF . This is the effective Hamiltonian that describes the canonical distribution of
4Assigning meaning to a single trajectory falls into the same category of lunacy as divining the
nature of wavefunction collapse, i.e. trying to infer from a statistical theory something tangible
about a single measurement.
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the open system after tracing out the bath:

















Clearly HˆMF is closely related to the reduced canonical density given in Eq.(3.107).
Using this, it is possible to approximate the Hamiltonian of mean force for a CL
environment. To do so we start from the simplified model
ρ˜0 = τˆ exp
[






Only the noise µ¯ is dependent on imaginary time, so for the sake of concision we have
dropped time labels for operators and will reinsert them into the final result. Upon
averaging, this will give the physical initial reduced density matrix in Eq. (3.133) and
hence a way to assign HˆMF . As a first approximation we express ρ˜0 as
















Despite this, we are at least able to draw out some important characteristics of the
Hamiltonian of mean force, namely that it depends on both temperature and the
square of the system-environment coupling.
5Due to µ¯ averaging to zero, this approximation yields the same results as Taylor expanding the
full exponential to second order.
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Any term with an odd power of fˆ in this expansion can be discarded, since from






































dτdτ ′ 〈µ¯ (τ) µ¯ (τ ′)〉r . (3.139)
Note that C(β) is completely specified when I(ω) is provided. Substituting this into












































which can be used to give a first approximation to the Hamiltonian of mean force for
CL models
HˆMF ≈ HˆQ − 1
2β~2
fˆ 2C (β) . (3.142)
As promised, this approximation elucidates the essential temperature and coupling
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dependence of the mean force Hamiltonian. This is of course contingent on the ap-
proximation being reasonable and while it would be nice to do away with it entirely,
I believe doing so would require a mastery of combinatorial properties that is simply
beyond me.
3.5.4 Attaching A Second Bath
Finally, we can consider the effect of connecting our open system to a second reservoir.
In general, this would produce an additional set of noises such that the real-time part
of the ESLE would now read
i~∂tρ˜ (t) =
[





















fˆ2 (t) , ρ˜ (t)
}
(3.143)
where the subscripts indicate which environment a noise and coupling belongs to.
For the environments to be distinguishable, they should not interact with each
other (or they would equilibriate), so the set of noises associated with each bath will
be uncorrelated to each other. If the two baths are at different temperatures, the
total system cannot initially be in thermal equilibrium. The initial condition can
only support one bath in equilibrium with the open system, and the imaginary time
evolution is identical to that without the second (initially decoupled) environment.
The imaginary and cross-time correlations will therefore be associated with only one
bath.
In some special cases it is possible to reduce Eq.(3.143) to an effective single
environment description. To do so, we require that the power spectrum and system-
bath coupling for both environments is identical, but allow them separate inverse
temperatures β1 and β2. We can describe the real time evolution with Eq.(3.114)
with the following redefinition of the noises:
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η (t) = η1 (t) + η2 (t) (3.144)
ν (t) = ν1 (t) + ν2 (t) (3.145)
The subscripted noises have the correlation functions described by Eqs. (3.115-3.119).
The cross-correlation between these two noises is a simple scaling:
〈η(t)ν (t′)〉r = 2Kην (t− t′) (3.146)
while the auto-correlation of η has a new functional form




















cos (ω (t− t′)) . (3.147)
Using the compound angle hyperbolic identities, we can express this in a more compact
way




































where β¯ = β1+β2
2
is the average inverse temperature and ∆ = β1−β2 is the difference.
When β¯
∆
 1, R (ω, β¯,∆) ≈ 1 and in this case the correlation function is also a
simple scaling of Eq. (3.115). It is then possible to describe the effect of a second
environment as a modified single bath at β¯ and spectral density I (ω) → 2I (ω) (i.e.
an effective doubling of the coupling strength between system and bath). Beyond this
limit, the non-trivial functional form of R demonstrates the impossibility of capturing
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the effect of two baths with an appropriate parametrisation of a single bath model.
3.6 Chapter Summary
The fundamental result of this chapter is the removal of the partitioned initial condi-
tion which implied that the open system and the bath were initially isolated. The form
of the model interaction has also been generalised, but is still limited by the essential
need for an interaction to be linear in environmental oscillator displacements. This
generalised Hamiltonian emerges naturally from an arbitrary total system Hamilto-
nian by expanding atomic displacements of the environment up to the second order,
and can therefore be directly applied to approximate more realistic systems.
Following procedures to accommodate a more physical partition-free approach, we
applied a special variant of the HS transformation that allowed the initial condition
to be determined via an auxiliary differential equation. This allows the ESLE to
make exact predictions for the transient behaviour of the primary system when it is
perturbed from equilibrium.
The ESLE represents a unification and generalisation of the differential equations
derived by Stockburger [85] and Moix et al. [142], resulting in additional and highly
non-trivial constraints on the correlations between the real and imaginary time noises.
The connection between these two pieces of work was not previously apparent, but has
emerged naturally from the simultaneous generalisation of the model Hamiltonian and
the initial total density matrix. This is the ESLE’s principal advantage, and allows
for a simpler and more general closed form description of the evolution of the reduced
density matrix, as compared to hierarchical equations of motion [143].
The ESLE also contains a potential route to generating the calculation of a broad
class of Hamiltonians of mean force, but to do so exactly will require a more so-
phisticated derivation than was sketched in the previous section. We also note that
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this approach can easily be generalised to several environments, e.g. for heat trans-
port problems along similar lines to Ref. [89]. This does however necessitate either a
redefinition of the noise kernels, or the addition of extra noises.
Extracting numerical results from the ESLE depends on the feasibility of generat-
ing noises that satisfy the correlations outlined in section 3.3. Implementing this for




Computers are useless. They can
only give you answers.
Pablo Picasso
After deriving the ESLE, it is natural to ask whether it is possible to perform
practical computations using it. In this chapter we present the first application of the
ESLE method to a calculation in silico, originally published in Ref. [144].
Our aim here is (i) to introduce a numerical implementation of the ESLE, and (ii)
apply this formalism to a spin-boson system driven from equilibrium. Particular atten-
tion is paid to investigating the evolution of this model system under a Landau-Zener
sweep. We show that the ESLE predicts differences in both the short- and long-time
reduced density matrix evolution, including the asymptotic regime, as compared to
partitioned approaches, in which various initial density matrices are assumed. This
demonstrates the importance of the correct initial preparation of the system, mani-
fested by the correlations between the imaginary and real time evolutions of the open
system.
The first part of this chapter, section 4.1, consists of an exposition on the methods
used to generate the noise terms. Section 4.2 presents the spin-boson Hamiltonian,
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while section 4.3 details the results of driven simulations using the ESLE. We close
with a discussion on the range of applications and the limitations of the current
numerical implementation of ELSE in section 4.4.
4.1 Generating Noises
The numerical scheme for the ESLE is in principle rather simple. The procedure is to
generate a realisation of the noises satisfying Eqs. (3.115)-(3.118), evolve the density
matrix according to Eqs. (3.113) and (3.114), and finally average over realisations.
In this section we shall discuss how for the simplified model detailed in section 3.5.1
noises are generated; the method used can then easily be generalised to any number
of noises.
The general scheme to generate coloured Gaussian noises is well known [145],
however the ESLE requires the generation of noises with cross-correlations (in two
different time dimensions), which obey the specific statistical relationships detailed in
section 3.5.1. This requires a slight generalisation of the usual methods.
In order to generate the noise, we begin by splitting each noise into sub-terms
which are only correlated with one other term across the noises:
η (t) = ηη (t) + ην (t) + ηµ¯ (t) (4.1)
ν (t) = νη (t) (4.2)
µ¯ (t) = µ¯µ¯ (τ) + µ¯η (τ) (4.3)
where (for example), the ηη noise is the auto-correlative part of the total η noise, and
has a non-zero correlation only with itself, while the ηµ¯ noise only correlates with the
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µ¯η term. To enforce this effective “noise-orthogonality”, we express each term as a
convolution between a filtering kernel (all such kernels are denoted as Gηη, Gην , etc.)
and one of a number of real white noise processes {xi (t)} and {x¯i(τ)}, which have
the property:
〈xi (t)xj (t′)〉r = δijδ (t− t′) (4.4)
〈x¯i (τ) x¯j (τ ′)〉r = δijδ (τ − τ ′) (4.5)
〈xi (t) x¯j (τ)〉r = 0. (4.6)
Given that the time (real or imaginary) is simply a parameter in the noise process,
the distinction between xi and x¯j is one of notational convenience, rather than an
expression of any fundamentally dissimilar statistics. The various components of
the three complex noises we need are generated by the following convolutions of the

























dτ ′ Gµ¯η (τ, τ ′) (x¯3(τ ′) + ix¯2 (τ ′)) . (4.12)
Here the limits on integrations over imaginary time reflect the fact that τ is constrained
to lie within the interval [0, β~].
In this construction the various filtering kernels are yet to be determined. Impor-
tantly, as the only physically relevant constraints on the noises are the physical kernels
K (see Eqs. (3.115) - (3.119)), this linear filtering ansatz will be valid provided we
can establish a consistent mapping between the physical K and filtering G kernels.
Note that for correlations in the same time dimension we assume the filtering kernels
G have the same stationarity properties (i.e. they depend only on time differences) as
the corresponding physical kernels K. The cross-time filtering kernels Gηµ¯ (t, τ) and
Gµ¯η (τ, τ
′), that are responsible for the cross-time correlation 〈η (t) µ¯ (τ)〉r between
real and imaginary time noises, are not assumed to be stationary.
It can easily be seen that with the above choice, 〈η (t) η (t′)〉r = 〈ηη (t) ηη (t′)〉r,
〈ν (t) η (t′)〉r = 〈νη (t) ην (t′)〉r, 〈µ¯ (τ) µ¯ (τ ′)〉r = 〈µ¯µ¯ (τ) µ¯µ¯ (τ ′)〉r, and 〈η (t) µ¯ (τ)〉r =
〈ηµ¯ (t) µ¯η (τ)〉r. All other correlation functions are identically equal to zero because
of the design imposed “orthonormality” of the white noises, Eqs. (4.4)-(4.6). For
instance,





dt1dt2 Gνη (t− t1)Gνη (t′ − t2)
× (〈x3 (t1)x3 (t2)〉r − 〈x2 (t1)x2 (t2)〉r + 2i 〈x3 (t1)x2 (t2)〉r) = 0 (4.13)
where in the last equality we have applied Eq. (4.4).
To find the correspondence between the physical and filtering kernels, we substitute
the assumed functional form of each noise given above into Eqs. (3.115)-(3.118).
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Explicit evaluation of the η auto-correlative component yields:









dt1 Gηη (t− t1)Gηη (t′ − t1) (4.14)
leading to the first of the kernel mappings:
Kηη (t− t′) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1 Gηη (t− t1)Gηη (t′ − t1) . (4.15)
The physical kernel is therefore expressible as a self-convolution of the filtering kernel,
and can be further simplified using its Fourier representation
K˜ηη (ω) =
∣∣∣G˜ηη (ω)∣∣∣2 . (4.16)
This equation is the only constraint on Gηη, and any solution to this equation yields a
valid filtering kernel. In this particular case the solution is unique (up to a phase), but
we shall see later that cross-correlative mappings do not uniquely define the relevant
filtering kernels, and hence some choice exists which can be exploited. Given that the
physical kernel here is both real and symmetric, we may constrain the filtering kernel




The auto-correlative component of the µ¯ noise has the same properties as above,
provided we extend the integration domain of Eq. (4.10) and periodically extend






There are also two non-zero cross-correlative terms to consider: the real time
correlation between the η and ν noises, and the cross-time correlation between η and
µ¯. In the first case, we have:
〈η (t) ν (t′)〉r = Kην (t− t′) = 2i
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1 Gην (t− t1)Gνη (t′ − t1) (4.19)
or in Fourier space:
K˜ην (ω) = 2iG˜ην (ω) G˜
∗
νη (ω) (4.20)
Unlike with the auto-correlative processes, we are left with a degree of choice in the
form of the two filtering kernels. Here we take the simple expedient of choosing one
of the kernels as a delta function, Gνη (t) = δ (t) or G˜νη (ω) = 1. The second filtering
kernel may therefore be straightforwardly identified as:
G˜ην (ω) = − i
2
K˜ην (ω) (4.21)
We now turn our attention to the cross-time correlation Kηµ¯ (t− iτ), for which we
obtain:
〈η (t) µ¯ (τ)〉r = Kηµ¯ (t− iτ) = 2i
∫ β~
0
dτ ′ Gηµ¯ (t, τ ′)Gµ¯η (τ, τ ′) (4.22)
In this case we cannot use the Fourier transformation to simplify the expression of
the filtering kernels, as the physical kernel is inherently non-stationary. Once again it
is convenient to set one kernel as a delta function, Gµ¯η (τ, τ ′) = δ (τ − τ ′), giving the
form of the other kernel as:
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Kηµ¯ (t− iτ) = 2iGηµ¯ (t, τ) (4.23)
which completes the mapping between the physical and filtering kernels. Note that
setting either of the filtering kernels Gηµ¯ (t, τ) or Gµ¯η (τ, τ ′) to zero results in the loss
of correlations between the imaginary and real time evolutions. This corresponds to
the Stochastic Liouville-von Neumann Equation (SLE) method [85].
Armed with this mapping, the noises are straightforwardly generated by the con-
volution of filtering kernels with vectors of white noise (with variances appropriate to
the discretisation of the chosen time step).
4.1.1 Numerical Implementation Algorithm
The process for simulating a single trajectory for the ESLE consists of two parts:
generating noise vectors, and using those in a stochastic differential equation. When
generating noises, we have seen that each noise is a sum of different components






where δt (or δτ ) is the step for the real (imaginary) time, x is a complex sum of unit
variance white noises scaled by 1/
√
δt/τ (to give the discrete delta function correla-
tions), and gij is the (discretised) appropriate filtering kernel. The second index on g
is necessary for describing the cross-time correlative components of the µ¯ and η noises,
where the filtering kernel is inherently two-dimensional. In this case Eq. (4.24) must
be implemented through direct matrix multiplication. For example, ηµ¯ is calculated
as:
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ηµ¯ (ti) = δτ
M∑
j=0
Gηµ¯ (ti, τj) (x¯2 (τj) + ix¯3 (τj)) (4.25)
where i = 1, . . . , N (j = 1, ..,M), with N being the number of real timesteps (M
imaginary timesteps). This method is expensive, as it requires N ×M operations to
generate the cross-time component of a noise vector.
For components of the noise with stationary correlations (i.e. no mixing of real or
imaginary time), the filtering kernel matrix is expressible as a vector of time differ-
ences, gij → gi−j. It is therefore much more efficient to use the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) to convolve the filtering kernels with the white noises. The FFT uses the Dis-
crete Fourier Transform (DFT), which transforms a length N sequence in the following
manner:










































It is possible to obtain the linear convolution from the circular convolution (and hence
the DFT convolution theorem) by padding both the filtering kernel and noise vectors
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DFTα [g] DFTα [x]
]
(4.30)
Typical results for noise generation are shown in Fig. 4.1. The auto-correlation
of η and its cross-correlation with ν are shown in a) and b) respectively, while the
cross-time correlations c), d) and e), f) are illustrated with two separate τ slices. In
many cases the generated noise correlation and the analytic kernel are close enough
to overlap on the figure. Correlations expected to be zero are not shown, but the
maximum value found across any of these functions was on the order of 10−4. The
final figure h) shows the RMS deviation between the (real part) of the generated noise
covariances and their respective kernels with increasing run number.
This figure demonstrates that excellent convergence to the physical kernels can be
achieved, provided that a sufficient sampling is taken1. In particular, the apparently
noisier behaviour of 〈µ¯ (τ) µ¯ (τ ′)〉r is due to its relatively small range of values, and
the fact that its cross-time correlative part must be generated with the cruder direct
summation.
1For correlations in the same time dimension, this is actually only on the order of 103, but
including cross-time correlations requires around 105 samples, depending on coupling strength.
Figure 4.1: Typical correlation functions obtained from generated noise after 4× 105
runs with parameters β = 0.1∆−1, α = 0.2, ωc = 25 and an Ohmic spectral density.
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4.2 spin-boson Models
Having successfully generated noises which obey the appropriate correlation func-
tions, we now turn our attention to applying the ESLE to a specific system. In this
regard, the spin-boson model is a particularly popular test-bed [12,82,83,91,147,148].
This model has also been interrogated by other methods, including cumulant ex-
pansions [149], matrix products [150] and reaction-coordinate [63] approaches. It
is also amenable to analytic derivations, both perturbatively [151] and nonpertuba-
tively [152], as well as to an application of the Born approximation [153]. The model
may also draw on the extensive work done on driven two-state models, most famously
the Landau-Zener sweep [154–156] and its generalisations [157,158].
In addition, the spin-boson model displays rich, non-trivial behaviour, with inte-
grable and non-integrable regimes [159], diffusive and localised phases [160], as well
as coherent to incoherent crossovers [161, 162]. Besides the model’s obvious applica-
tion to qubit behaviour, it has been mapped to impurities in an electronic bath (i.e.
Kondo model) [163, 164], Josephson junctions [165–167], cold atoms [148, 168], and
even biological systems [169]. The spin-boson model therefore serves as an excellent
toy model, with application to real experimental systems.
4.2.1 Model Hamiltonian
The spin-boson model consists of a two-state system coupled to a CL environment.
The two-state system is described by the (matrix) Hamiltonian:
Hq (t) =  (t)σz + ∆ (t)σx (4.31)
Here  (t) describes the bias between states, while ∆ (t) controls tunneling between
them; σz and σx are the usual Pauli spin-matrices. While using our formalism it would
be possible to consider any spin-boson model, we shall focus here on two separate
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protocols: (i) an equilibrium real time evolution when the bias (t) is kept constant at
the value used to thermalise the whole system during imaginary time evolution, and
(ii) a Landau-Zener type sweep, where the system has been thermalised at some time
in the past, t0 < 0, and then evolved with (t) = κt. In both cases the tunneling ∆ is
kept constant. As no analytic result exists for the second case, the asymptotic limit
will be extrapolated numerically from the initial state calculated by the ESLE. Given
that the ESLE evolves from an explicit thermal state at finite temperature and there
is no analytic expression available, the two-state solution provides a useful numerical
benchmark to evaluate the impact of the environment.
Coupling this two-state system to an environment of the simple CL type (see
section 3.5.1) and using fλ = cλσz, the total Hamiltonian reads













This is simply the matrix form of the total Hamiltonian given in Eq. (1.22), with
the appropriate model-specific substitutions. the environment operators have also
been expressed using second quantisation, where bλ (b†λ) is the bosonic annihilation
(creation) operator. The last term corresponds to the system-environment coupling
which is proportional to the normal mode displacements of the environment. The
only explicit t dependence in the total Hamiltonian is contained in the bias field for
the open system.
To apply the ESLE to this system, we assume that the total system-environment
is allowed initially (at time t0) to thermalise having the Hamiltonian H0 = Htot (t0)





This initial condition implies the following ESLE (matrix) equations in imaginary
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(0 ≤ τ ≤ β~) and real (t ≥ t0) times:
−~∂τρ(τ) = [ (t0)σz + ∆σx + µ¯ (τ)σz] ρ(τ) (4.34)
i~∂tρ˜ (t) = [ (t)σz + ∆σx, ρ˜ (t)]− − η (t) [σz, ρ˜ (t)]− −
~
2
ν (t) {σz, ρ˜ (t)} (4.35)
In other words, we consider the initial condition to be parametrised by t0 with real-
time dynamics either keeping that value of the bias (the first protocol) or linearly
driving the system away from its thermal state (the second).
Finally, as the ESLE does not begin from a partitioned state, it is an accurate
description of the open system even in the strong-coupling regime. To parametrise
the coupling strength and specify the environment model, we choose an Ohmic spectral
density:








where ωc is some cut-off frequency. The parameter α is proportional to squares of
the cλ coefficients in Eq. (3.112) and hence describes the effective bath coupling
strength. It has been shown that for α < 1
2
there is a coherent evolution, but crossing
through the point α = 1
2
causes a phase change to incoherent spin dynamics [11,170].
Beyond this at α > 1 the system enters a localised regime where tunneling between
the two states is completely suppressed (formally the bath coupling renormalises the
tunneling element to ∆→ 0). These behaviours are peculiar to the spin-boson model,
and not indicative of a general restriction of the parameter space the ESLE is capable
of simulating exactly. Our results will focus on the regime α < 1
2
, where we should
expect coherent, damped oscillations in the spin expectations.
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4.2.2 Spin-boson Discretisation
In order to simulate the spin-boson model, we use a first order discretisation of the
evolution equations:
ρτ+δτ = ρτ + δτ [σz + ∆σx + µ¯τσz] ρτ (4.37)
ρ˜t+δt = ρ˜t + i~δt
{






This is essentially the Euler-Maruyama approximation. While the error of this dis-
cretisation is proportional to
√
δt/τ , it is straightforward to implement directly, unlike
more sophisticated schemes. Provided the timestep is small enough, it has proved suf-
ficiently accurate for a first implementation of the ESLE (although this does require
some convergence testing for a simulation over a given period). This is particularly
important for the Landau-Zener sweep, where the frequencies of oscillations increase
with time. An example of unphysical asymptotic behaviour with an insufficiently
small timestep can be seen in Fig. 4.2.
4.2.3 Equilibrium Test
As a sanity check, we first test the ESLE with a time-independent bias. Given the
ESLE is thermalised in imaginary time exactly, we expect the real-time evolution to
show no change in the density matrix.
Figure 4.3 shows the density matrix components of both the ESLE, and a compar-
ative simulation running the real time part of the ESLE without the cross-time corre-
lations. This reduced case corresponds to the Stochastic Liouville Equation (SLE) [85]
based on the partitioned approach. In the SLE case we initialise the density matrix
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Figure 4.2: ESLE evolution for a fast sweep with t0 = −6∆−1, κ = 4∆2, and α = 0.05,
sampled over 3 × 105 runs using 214 and 216 steps. The larger timestep (the green
curve) leads to an unphysical magnification in the amplitude of oscillations (although
the mean values are still comparable).
from two initial conditions: (i) ρij = δi1δj1 and (ii) the density matrix predicted by
the ESLE imaginary time evolution, ρij=〈ρ¯ij (~β)〉r.
For both the ESLE and the SLE simulation initialised from the imaginary-time
evolution end-point, small oscillations in the components are observed, but they re-
main on average constant. This demonstrates that the cross-time correlations in the
ESLE have little to no effect at equilibrium. This is as expected: any cross-time
correlations in the noise rapidly die out as the system evolves in real time, and the
noises evolving the SLE and ESLE become statistically identical. If the SLE simula-
tion (started from the ESLE initial condition) evolved differently to the ESLE, then
the ESLE would echo that behaviour later in time - a manifestly unphysical scenario
at equilibrium.
The SLE simulation initialised at ρij = δi1δj1, which represents a rather different
density matrix to that expected at equilibrium, shows a relaxation of the spin. It
is expected that this relaxation will converge to the same steady state as predicted
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Figure 4.3: ESLE evolution of ρ for a time-independent system, averaged over 1×105
runs (solid lines). Dashed lines indicate an equivalent SLE evolution from ρij =
δi1δj1, while dash-dotted lines (not seen as they coincide with the solid lines) are SLE
evolutions from ρij=〈ρ¯ij (~β)〉r. Here ∆ = 1,  = 5∆, β = 0.1∆−1 α = 0.05, and
ωc = 200. While the ESLE shows small fluctuations, the density matrix remains on
average constant. The SLE evolution from ρij = δi1δj1 predicts a relaxation to the
ESLE values, but on a timescale not accessible by the simulation.
by the other simulations, but it does so on a timescale not fully accessible by our
numerical scheme. This is due to the fact that in equilibrium, the cut-off frequency of
the bath spectrum must be sufficiently large that any energy the spin system dissipates
to the bath is returned in a finite time. If this is not the case thermal equilibrium
is not possible, as the bath acts as an energy sink (causing the spin to relax). At
the same time, from a numerical perspective, higher cut-off frequencies require a
smaller time-step to avoid non-physical resonances2. This is doubly problematic,
as the timescale for the SLE to relax increases with cut-off frequency [171], while
the stochastic simulation itself is step-limited. That is, numerical instabilities at
longer times require excessive averaging to eliminate, i.e. many more simulations are
needed for sampling, which is extremely demanding computationally. At lower cut-
2In reality, the cut-off frequency is fixed by the phonon lattice, but in simulations it is a useful
parameter to have some control over.
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off frequencies, all simulations are observed to converge to the same state, but the
ESLE displays an unphysical spin-relaxation from the thermalised state due to the
low cut-off.
4.3 Landau-Zener Sweep
Here we shall consider fully non-equilibrium simulations, in which the bias is lin-
early driven from the value  (t0) = κt0 used for the equilibration (imaginary time
evolution). This spin-boson model is particularly useful in this case, as for specific
initial conditions the asymptotic behaviour can be analytically derived. In the zero
temperature case, when the system is started in the state




and is decoupled from the environment oscillators, the asymptotic survival probability








This protocol is known as the Landau-Zener (LZ) sweep, with PLZ first derived by
recasting the system as a Weber equation [154]. The result may also be found via con-
tour integration [155] or direct evaluation of the time-ordered propagator [156]. This
protocol has numerous experimental realisations, for example in Rydberg atoms [172]
or Bose-Einstein condensates [173]. It has also been proven that the survival proba-
bility for the state is the same even with a σz coupling to a dissipative environment
(of the Caldeira-Leggett type), with the caveat that the total system must be pre-
pared in the ground state at zero temperature and evolved from t0 → −∞ [174,175].
Furthermore, numerical evaluations using a Stochastic Schrödinger Equation (SSE)
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have shown that even in the case where the evolution is started from some finite time
sufficiently far in the past, provided the bath coupling is weak (α < 0.2), PLZ is still
recovered at zero temperature [82]. At stronger couplings however deviations from
PLZ in the asymptotic state were observed, confirming that generally even at zero
temperature the asymptotic spin state in a dissipative system depends on both the
bath coupling strength and the initial preparation of the system.
Given the ESLE is insensitive to the parameter values of the spin-boson system,
it is interesting to explore the validity of the LZ sweep limit (4.40) in detail, both at
finite temperature and with the environment coupling. Unlike in the equilibrium case,
in order to simulate the driven system efficiently we must make an approximation to
the ESLE. Principally this involves dropping the anticommutative term in Eq.( 4.38)
and using the effective evolution
i~∂tρ˜ (t) = [ (t)σz + ∆σx, ρ˜ (t)]− − η (t) [σz, ρ˜ (t)]− . (4.41)
The numerical rationale for neglecting the ν term is due to its size in a typical trajec-
tory as compared to the η noise. To see this, consider that the magnitude of the Gην
kernel is much greater than that of the Gηη filtering kernel (in Fourier space the cross
correlation is proportional to the physical kernel, while the auto-correlative filtering
kernel is equal to the square root of the physical kernel). Comparing the resultant η
and ν noises when their respective filtering kernels are convolved with the same set
of white noises, one finds that in natural units the ν noise is typically an order of
magnitude greater than η. Because of this (except for a small window of parameters),
a first order integrator, such as the one employed here, will fail to capture the correct
behaviour of the system due to ν.
In order to understand the consequences of dropping the ν term, we must elucidate
its physical interpretation. First, notice that this term pre-multiplies an anticommuta-
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tor. Terms of this type are typically interpreted as the dissipative part of the equation
of motion (as they are precisely the terms which break the time independence of the
density matrix normalisation for individual traectories). This alone constitutes a sig-
nificant numerical complication when the term is included. Furthermore, as we shall
see in section 5.2, the term containing ν corresponds precisely to the friction kernel
in the classical limit. For these reasons it is possible to describe the neglected term
as a “quantum friction”.
Finally, while neglecting this term is a rather severe approximation, it is important
to note that the statistical character of ν is identical regardless of whether one chooses
to evolve from a partitioned initial condition, meaning that nothing is lost by this
approximation when assessing the comparative impact of using the ESLE vs. the
SLE. i.e. while both evolutions will be approximated, they will both be neglecting a
term that is insensitive to the initial conditions.
4.3.1 Temperature Dependence
To model the LZ type sweep, we thermalise the system at some time t0 < 0 in the past
with the bias 0 = κt0 and then evolve it in real time for t > t0. For the purposes of
achieving a quicker relaxation to the asymptotic state, the cut-off frequency ωc = 25
was chosen for all simulations. Unlike in the equilibrium case, where a large cut-off
frequency was used to ensure the energy scale of the bath was always much greater
than that of the spin, in the driven case in our simulations the system starts and ends
with considerably stronger bias. As all the dynamical changes occur in a window
around t = 0, the effect of reducing the cut-off frequency is to narrow the region
where the state transitions may happen. In addition, we set ∆ = 1, which means that
effectively all parameters of the system are scaled to units of ∆.
Fig. 4.4 shows an ESLE evolution of 〈σz〉 = Tr (ρ(t)σz) = ρ11(t) − ρ22(t) at
finite temperature, where parameters were chosen such that the initial density matrix
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approaches that of the LZ initial condition, ρ (t0) ≈ ρLZ0 of Eq. (4.39), although
the evolution still begins from a finite time in the past. We expect that from this
initial condition the cross-time correlations (which rapidly attenuate with time) are
suppressed when evolving from a regime where the bias field is initially much stronger
than thermal effects. This limiting case therefore also serves as a check that the ESLE
predicts evolutions consistent with partitioned methods.
One can see that at finite temperatures the asymptotic behaviour does not neces-
sarily converge to the LZ result even at weak coupling. In addition, while the mean
state of the system rapidly converges to its asymptotic limit, the amplitude of oscil-
lations around this state, and their rate of decay appears dependent on temperature,
with oscillation amplitude decaying slower at lower temperatures. We also observe
that the mean value approaches the LZ value as the temperature is lowered. This can
be explained by the final state (and its convergence to the LZ limit) being dependent
on the size of the temporal region where the bias field is comparable to the strength
of thermal fluctuations. This region, where |βκt| / 1 is when thermal effects will
have the greatest impact on the dynamics of the system, as elsewhere the bias field
dominates the system evolution. Therefore, we should expect the asymptotic state at
lower temperature to lie closer to the LZ limit. Unfortunately, the time required for
oscillations to decay sufficiently to confirm this is much longer at lower temperature.
Given the excessive computational cost of longer simulation times in the ESLE (see
Section 4.4), in Fig. 4.4 the asymptotic states for the two lowest temperatures are
extrapolated from (oscillating) data. From this we conclude that high temperatures
(or slow sweeps) allow thermal effects to increase the asymptotic 〈σz〉 value away from
〈σz〉LZ , consistent with earlier SSE results [83].
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Figure 4.4: ESLE evolution of 〈σz〉 for a fast sweep with t0 = −6∆−1, κ = 4∆2, and
α = 0.05, sampled over 3×105 runs, calculated at three values of the temperature. Red
and blue dashed lines indicate extrapolated asymptotes for the two lowest temperature
simulations. We observe that even at weak coupling the asymptotic value of 〈σz〉
deviates from the LZ expectation 〈σz〉LZ , although lower temperature asymptotic
states lie closer to the LZ limit.
4.3.2 Coupling-Strength Dependence
Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the real time dynamics of 〈σz〉 for the LZ sweep at different cou-
pling strengths. Here simulations are started from a sufficiently small t0 such that
the calculated initial density matrices ρ˜ (t0) are distinguishable from ρLZ0 . Comparing
results in Fig. 4.5, we find that the bath coupling has two principal effects. First, os-
cillatory behaviour in the spin expectations is suppressed by increasing bath coupling,
as expected. The asymptotic survival probability also increases, for the same reason as
when increasing temperature. Indeed, stronger coupling allows thermal effects to have
a stronger influence on the evolution lifting the 〈σz〉 asymptote. This phenomenon
can also be understood as the system-bath coupling renormalising the characteristic
frequency scale of oscillations, resulting in a quicker thermalisation. This scaling can









Given this scaling is an argument based purely on renormalising the system Hamilto-
nian, we should expect it to hold regardless of the initial condition chosen. It should
be noted here that the ESLE is at root a faithful representation for a particular kind
of initial condition, and should not affect the dynamical properties of a system. Fig.
4.5 (b) shows the 〈σz〉 dynamics when time is scaled via this renormalised tunneling
element, demonstrating that the curves of varying α scale on top of each other, hence
serving as another consistency check that the ESLE produces physically reasonable
results.
Figure 4.5: (a) Real time 〈σz〉 dynamics for the system with parameters t0 = −6∆−1,
κ = 5∆2, and β = 0.2∆−1, after sampling with 5× 105 runs. (b) The same dynamics
are rescaled such that the curves of different α lie nearly on top of one another,
demonstrating the spin-bath coupling renormalising the tunneling element of the two
level system. Higher coupling strengths require more averaging to reach longer times,
and hence have been truncated.
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4.3.3 Comparison to Partitioned Evolution
We now compare the full ESLE to an SLE evolution purely in real time. Using the
SLE, we may consider three different initial conditions:
• “SLE LZ”, where the system is evolved from the Landau-Zener initial condition:
ρ˜ (t0) = ρ
LZ
0 ;
• “SLE matched”, where the initial condition is that calculated from the aver-
aged ESLE imaginary time evolution, i.e. from the exact reduced density ma-
trix, ρ˜ (t0) = 〈ρ¯ (~β)〉r = 1ZβTrenv [exp (−βH0)], obtained by solving Eq. (4.34);
hence, this evolution differs from the exact ESLE only in that the cross-time
correlation is set to zero;
• “SLE partitioned”, where the partitioned approximation is made to the initial
state: ρ˜ (t0) = Z−1 exp [−βHq (t0)].
Figure 4.6: Real time spin dynamics for the system with parameters t0 = −6∆−1,
κ = 5∆, β = 0.2∆−1, sampled over 5 × 105 runs. (a) and (b) show 〈σz〉 at coupling
strengths α = 0.05, and α = 0.2. respectively.
Fig. 4.6 shows the ESLE solution compared to these three cases of the SLE at
both a) weak and b) strong coupling. There are several points to note here. The
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first is that at these parameter settings the difference between the initial condition
calculated by the ESLE and the naive initial condition used by the “SLE partitoned”
approach is very small (but it is possible to make this difference in initial conditions
more pronounced at higher temperatures and smaller initial biases). Otherwise, only
the LZ initial condition is significantly different, as it exhibits initial oscillations (which
are damped by stronger coupling), particularly in the coherence 〈σx〉 = ρ21(t)+ρ12(t).
An example of this initial coherence oscillation at weak coupling is shown in Fig. 4.7,
and an identical behaviour in decaying to zero is observed across all simulations.
Figure 4.7: Real time spin dynamics of 〈σx〉 for the system with parameters t0 =
−6∆−1, κ = 5∆, β = 0.2∆−1, α = 0.05 sampled over 5 × 105 runs. Except for the
initial oscillations, the behaviour in all simulations appears identical.
We also see that the asymptotic states for all partitioned calculations are different
to the ESLE at both coupling strengths. The partitioned simulations also display
greater numerical instability, particularly at strong coupling, where a greater degree
of averaging is required for confidence in the results.
At longer times we see a gap in 〈σz〉 develops between the ESLE and the three SLE
simulations. To determine whether this gap is a real effect, or within the statistical
error, the distributions of σz over individual runs were calculated at several time points
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(σiz − 〈σz〉)2 (4.43)
where N is the number of runs and σiz is the longitudinal spin from a single sample.
Using this estimate, it was found that at long times there was a standard error of
σ = 5.9× 10−4 at α = 0.05 and σ = 1.2× 10−3 for α = 0.2.
Figure 4.8: The evolution of the difference in 〈σz〉, calculated relative to the ESLE
result of Fig. 4.6, at a) α = 0.05, and b) α = 0.2. The dashed lines indicate the mean
value of the differences calculated using the final eighth of the simulation.
Comparison with the differences between the ESLE and other simulations (Fig.
4.8) clearly demonstrates that the gap is several times larger than the error at both
coupling strengths. Conversely, the difference the partitioned and matched simula-
tions almost overlay each other, with a smaller difference than the estimated error.
This is surprising, as it suggests that even when the imaginary time evolution has
little effect on the initial condition, the correlations it enforces impact the evolution
at later times. The cross-time correlations are expected to have the largest effect at
the start of the real-time dynamics due to the decay of the corresponding correlation
kernels, but from the results we conclude this effect at short times accumulates to
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produce the asymptotic gap.
Finally, Fig. 4.9 also serves to demonstrate the need for greater averaging to
accurately model phenomena at longer times. The dynamics of the real system are
reflected by a spreading of the distribution of single sample observables. This is how
the mean and thus the physical density matrix evolve. A wider, flatter distribution
will require a greater degree of sampling to reproduce the true mean value, hence
longer evolutions requiring greater numbers of realisations.
Figure 4.9: Distribution of σz at t0 = −6∆−1, κ = 5∆2, β = 0.2 and α = 0.05, sampled
over 5×105 runs. As time progresses, the noise envelope drastically increases the width
of the distribution, which requires more sampling to accurately calculate its mean.
4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we have presented a numerical application of the exact ESLE to a
driven spin-boson model. While there are no analytic predictions for evolutions from
the exact initial density matrix presented, the numerical solution for the spin-boson
system dynamics considered here using our exact partitionless method have been
found to be extremely important as it can serve as a reference when comparing with
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previous approximate calculations based on the partitioned approach. In the latter
method, cross-correlations between system preparation (imaginary time evolution or
thermalisation) and real time evolution are artificially missing. In this proof of concept
for the method we have restricted ourselves to relatively short evolutions at high sweep
speeds, to achieve quicker convergence of the results.
We have shown that for a simple system-bath coupling considered here only three
Gaussian noises need to be generated: one for the imaginary time evolution that
brings the entire system (the open system and the bath) to thermal equilibrium (initial
preparation), and two noises for the real time evolution. The method presented here
enabled us to generate these noises in such a way that all correlation functions are
reproduced. We find, however, that small errors require a very large sampling set,
i.e. up to and over 105 simulation runs are required to produce physically reasonable
results.
As a sanity check of the method and its implementation, we first considered a real
time evolution with a constant system Hamiltonian. One would expect that the real
time evolution with the exact density matrix obtained after thermalisation in imag-
inary time should remain unchanged, and this was indeed found to be the case: we
have seen that the ESLE predicts no change from initial conditions in its real time evo-
lution. Partitioned SLE simulations from various initial conditions show relaxation,
but on a timescale where we cannot reliably ascertain their steady state. Nevertheless,
in the long time limit cross-time correlations die away, and both the ESLE and SLE
will be evolved using noises with identical statistical properties, therefore we should
expect the SLE simulation to converge to the ESLE result. At the same time, we
find that great care is needed in achieving numerically acceptable results. This stems
from the fact that the ESLE is a stochastic differential equation with multiplicative
noise3, and is based on a first order finite difference approximation. This inevitably
3here we mean multiplicative simply in the sense that in the ESLE the noise is multiplied by ρ,
in analogy to a multiplicative noise Langevin equation [177]
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leads to a limit on the number of steps it may efficiently simulate before numerical
instabilities dominate. As a possible future improvement of our method it may be
prudent to implement a more sophisticated numerical scheme [178, 179]. This would
help to converge the evolution with a larger timestep and hence allow access to longer
timescales.
In addition to the equilibrium simulation, the non-equilibrium problem of a Landau-
Zener sweep (in which the bias in the open system Hamiltonian is linearly driven) as
an example of a fully non-equilibrium problem was also simulated. The exact ESLE
simulation is compared specifically with the approximate (partitioned) SLE approach
in which only real time evolution is considered from a chosen initial density matrix.
We observe significant differences between partitioned evolutions and the ESLE, par-
ticularly at stronger coupling. We have found that the asymptotic behaviour of the
ESLE in a Landau-Zener sweep protocol is qualitatively consistent with earlier results,
showing that decreasing temperature and coupling strength brings the asymptotic
solution for the survival probability closer to the known zero-temperature and zero-
coupling result. At larger temperatures and coupling strengths the asymptotic state
deviates significantly due to the presence of the bath, regardless of the initial condi-
tion used. In particular, even if one chooses to calculate the initial reduced density
matrix exactly by thermalising the whole system, the cross-time correlations of the
ESLE have a small (but observable) effect on the asymptotic state as compared to
the SLE approach where this correlation is switched off.
These results highlight behaviours that may prove important in practical appli-
cations, particularly where quantum coherence is a resource, as there is a small (but
persistent) difference between the ESLE and SLE predictions for driving away from
equilibrium, particularly at short times. In addition, this approximation-free be-
haviour will affect the efficiency of quantum heat engines. It has already been shown
that strong bath coupling diminishes their performance [63], and the results of ESLE
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calculations confirm the well known fact that the state of the system when equilib-
riated with a heat reservoir is not the naive canonical state based on the isolated
system Hamiltonian [180,181].
Concluding, we stress that an important application of the ESLE is that it could
serve as a test bed for verifying approximate analytical and numerical approaches.
The essence of the ELSE is that only for a particular manifestation of the stochastic
fields an analytical representation of the reduced density matrix (and hence a pre-
cise form of the corresponding effective Liouville equation describing a non-unitary
evolution) is possible. Many such evolutions must be sampled in order to get the
final physically meaningful result. Hence, the ELSE method is ultimately a numerical
technique, but upon convergence it is capable of achieving an exact result. The fact
that only numerical results are possible is not necessarily a disadvantage: even though
an analytical solution with this method is out of reach, the fact that this method does
provide an exact (albeit numerical) result is still important: firstly, one can obtain
exact solutions for a particular Hamiltonian, and, secondly, the method can also be




Gentlemen, there’s lots of room left
in Hilbert space.
Saunders Mac Lane
In this chapter we shall explore some of the uses of the KvN formalism. Its
principal advantage is the ability to import quantum mechanical techniques in the
analysis of classical systems. In particular, in the second half of this chapter we shall
demonstrate that a classical theory of self-adjoint operators may be used to determine
the local entropic conservation properties of a probability distribution. This leads to
a novel model in a restricted phase space where entropy is oscillatory. Some effort
is then expended in the proper interpretation of this, concluding that the canonical
distribution is one of the simplest functions with a well-defined, locally conserved
entropy under Hamiltonian evolution.
More immediately, we derive a path integral formalism for generic classical systems
based on the KvN propagator. This formulation allows for an analagous analysis of
the Caldeira-Leggett model using the influence functional methodology employed in
chapter 3. This proves to be an invaluable tool for establishing the correct classical
limit of the ESLE. The naive approach previously used to take this limit obscures some
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subtle detail, which can only be fully elucidated with reference to the KvN formalism.
5.1 The KvN path integral
As a preliminary to finding a classical equivalent to the ESLE, we must first derive
the KvN path integral. This derivation follows the same procedure as in the quantum
case, beginning with the KvN propagator
Uˆcl = e
−itKˆ (5.1)
where Kˆ is given by Eq. (2.182). In the phase space representation this propagator is
Ucl(xf , pf , tf ;xi, pi, 0) =
〈
xf , pf
∣∣∣e−itf Kˆ∣∣∣xi, pi〉 . (5.2)
We can perform a Trotter splitting, resulting in a similar expression to Eq. (2.19):






〈xj+1, pj+1|e−i∆Kˆ |xj, pj〉.
(5.3)
Considering a single term in this product, we have:


































〈λ, p| . (5.6)
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|xj, pj〉 = 1√
2pi
∫

















〈λ, pj+1| . (5.8)
Combining these together with Eq.(2.195) leads to the following expression for a single
infinitesimal propagation























+ V ′ (xj)
))]
. (5.10)
Note we have added a j subscript to the θ and λ variables in anticipation of insert-
ing the appropriate resolutions of the identity. The overall propagator is therefore
described by:










































In the limit we can once again describe this with a functional notation1:
1Note that we have cheated and moved directly to describing a time-dependent potential, which
can be justified in the same way as in the quantum case
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x˙ (t)− p (t)
m
)
+ θ (t) (p˙ (t) + V ′ (x, t))
]
(5.14)








and compared to the quantum path integral, there is no factor of i causing the measure
to fluctuate. For this reason, the KvN path integral is well behaved in the continuous
limit.
The raw form of the KvN propagator is not particularly illuminating, but the
integration over the ambiguity variables represents a product of delta functionals
enforcing Hamilton’s equations. We can see this most easily by returning to the























If this delta function is now integrated with respect to pj, the propagator may be








while the propagator itself is:












In this form, we see that the kernel of the path integral exponent enforces precisely
the classical equations of motion; the KvN equivalent to the action in the quantum
path integral. A useful feature of the KvN propagator is that it evolves both the
classical wavefunction and the probability density (as they are governed by the same
evolution equation). It is therefore possible to apply Eq.(5.18) to a localised proba-
bility density ρ0 (xi, pi) = δ (xi − x0) δ (pi − p0):
ρ (xf , pf , tf ) =
∫









dt θ (t) (mx¨ (t) + V ′ (t))
]






Dx ρ0 (xi, pi) δ [mx¨ (t) + V ′ (t)] = δ (xf − xcl (tf )) δ (x˙f − x˙cl (tf ))
(5.21)
Hence, the particle remains localised with its trajectory xcl (t) described by the clas-
sical equation of motion. The KvN propagator in this special case constitutes what is
undoubtedly the most excessive representation of single-particle Newtonian mechan-
ics imaginable. Clearly, applying this formalism to single-particle classical mechanics
returns nothing but the obvious, but by expressing the composite of an open system
and its environment in this form, we are able to construct an influence functional to
integrate out the environment explicitly.
Before continuing, there is a final point to address. Quantum mechanically, one
can represent the thermal density matrix as an imaginary time path integral. In KvN
mechanics, this really is a redundant exercise even for composite systems. This is
because the classical Hamiltonian operator consists entirely of commuting operators,
which kills the path integral. Formulating the classical density matrix explicitly, we
have
ρβ (xN , pN , x0, p0) =
〈
xN , pN
∣∣∣e−βHˆ∣∣∣x0, p0〉 . (5.22)
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Trotter splitting the operator (using ∆ = β/N) produces














δ (xn+1 − xn) δ (pn+1 − pn)
= δ (xN − x0) δ (pN − p0) e−βH(q0,p0) (5.24)
i.e. the classical density matrix is simply the canonical probability distribution, firmly
demonstrating the futility of a path integral construction for a classical thermal density
matrix. This may appear trivial, but it establishes an important difference between
the classical and quantum treatments of the CL model. In the classical case, without
an imaginary time path integral there is no possibility of introducing an imaginary
time noise.
5.2 Classical Influence Functional
Using the path integral KvN formulation, it is possible to directly import many of the
results derived for the quantum path integral. Principal among these is the ability
to describe the reduced dynamics of an open system + environment amalgam with
an equivalent influence functional formalism. For a global system described with







+ VQ (q, t) + VX (x, t) + VQX(q, x, t) (5.25)
initially described by the probability density
ρtot0 = ρQ(q0, p0)ρX (x0, k0) (5.26)
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using k as the momentum label for the X system. The classical reduced probability
density is expressible as:
ρQ(q, p, tf ) =
∫
















F [q (t) , p (t) , θQ (t)] =
∫
























using x (tf ) = xf etc. The classical influence functional in abstract looks more
formidable than its quantum equivalent, but this is largely due to a lack of convenient
shorthand notation for the exponent integral. In practice this influence functional
is much easier to evaluate, as we shall see when applying it to the Caldeira-Leggett
model.
5.2.1 Classical Model
Since we are looking for the classical equivalent to the ESLE, we must evaluate the
influence functional for the Caldeira-Leggett model. Our ultimate focus will be char-
acterising the equivalent classical equation of motion for the reduced system, so we
will forego many of the model generalisations made for the ESLE. The microscopic
model in this case will involve a bath of internally decoupled, unit mass oscillators:















We also implement the initial condition


















i.e. the initial environment state is simply the bath of harmonic oscillators, neglecting
the interaction contribution. It is actually possible to take the initial condition ρtot0 =
e−βHtot and include the interaction −q∑n cnxn in ρβ. In this case we would complete
the square in the ρβ exponent, redefining x0n → x0n − q0cnω2n . This would result in








which could itself be cancelled by the inclusion of
the counterterm found in Eq. (1.22). We have neglected this term, and any other
term solely dependent on q, as the only effect due to these are modifications of the
Q system potential and distribution, which are arbitrary to begin with. Critically,
including this interaction, even when it is arbitrarily strong, does not introduce extra
noise sources to the final result, or affect the correlations of these noises2.
With this setup, we are able to insert the CL terms into Eq. (5.28), yielding:





×δ (x¨n (t) + ω2nxn (t)− cnq (t)) exp(i ∫ tf
0
dt θQ (t) cnxn (t)
)
ρβ (x0n, k0n) (5.32)
where we have replaced the integrations over θX with their equivalent delta functionals.
This delta functional will force the trajectory to obey xn (t) = xcln (t), which solves the
equation of motion:
x¨cln (t) = −ω2nxcln (t) + cnq (t) (5.33)
2It does however affect the translational invariance of the system Hamiltonian. While this is
an important consideration, its consequences are not material to the arguments being made in this
section.
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The solution to this equation may be found in section 2.1.6, specifically Eq.(2.61).









dt′ q(t′) sin (ωn(t− t′)) (5.34)
Inserting this into the influence functional,






























and using Eq. (5.31) to substitute for ρβ, we find that the integrals over initial
positions and momenta are of a Gaussian form. These integrations can be performed





























dt θQ (t) cos (ωnt) (5.37)

























dt θQ (t) sin (ωnt) . (5.39)
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dt′ θQ (t) γn (t− t′) θQ (t′)
)
(5.40)
γn (t− t′) = 1
ωn
(cos (ωnt) cos (ωnt
′) + sin (ωnt) sin (ωnt′)) =
1
ωn
cos (t− t′) . (5.41)
Collecting these results, we are able to express the influence functional as

















dt′ θQ (t) γn (t− t′) θQ (t′) . (5.43)











such that our final influence functional is given by:















dt′ θQ (t) kBTγ (t− t′) θQ (t′)
]
(5.45)





I (ω) cos (t− t′) (5.46)
Once again our influence functional has a double integral in its exponent. At this
juncture we will use the HS transformation, but we have a choice between transforming
over only the square θQ term, or additionally incorporating the q variable. We will
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〈ηcl (t) ηcl (t′)〉r = 2kBTγ (t− t′) . (5.48)










dt θ (t)R (t)
)
(5.49)













= q (t) γ (0)− q (0) γ (t)−
∫ t
0
dt′ q˙(t′)γ (t− t′) (5.51)
the first two terms are pure functions of time of q, and hence can be absorbed into
the arbitrary potential V , leaving only the friction term3. Substituting this back into






mq¨ (t) + V ′ (q, t) + 2
∫ t
0
dt′ q˙(t′)γ (t− t′)− ηcl (t)
]
(5.52)
This brings us to the ultimate result of this section, namely that the equation of
motion for a single trajectory is a generalised Langevin equation:
mq¨ (t) = −V ′ (q, t)− 2
∫ t
0
dt′ q˙(t′)γ (t− t′) + ηcl (t) (5.53)
3If we had included the interaction in our original thermal density, we would have had an extra
term cancelling q (0) γ (t) here, while including the counterterm in the open system Hamiltonian
would cancel q (t) γ (0).
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In the particular case where I (ω) = Dω, we recover the archetypal Brownian motion:
〈ηcl (t) ηcl (t′)〉r = 2kBTDδ (t− t′) (5.54)
γ (t) = Dδ (t) (5.55)
5.2.2 Choice in the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation
In order to derive the generalised Langevin equation, we specifically chose to perform
the HS transform with respect to only the θQ variable. What if we had decided to
implement the full HS transform? Returning to Eq.(5.45), we now apply the HS
transform for both θQ and Q. The influence functional is then:















〈νcl (t) νcl (t′)〉r = 0. (5.58)









dt q (t) νcl (t)
)
(5.59)
Just like in the heuristic classical limit of the ESLE, the equation of motion for an
individual trajectory is a frictionless Langevin equation. The friction component has
not vanished, but its influence on the expectations is to introduce a stochastic weight-
ing on each trajectory. Clearly, the equations of motion for individual trajectories are
affected by the presence or absence of a friction kernel, but the expectations of the
two systems must be identical, provided the appropriate stochastic weighting is used
in the averaging of the frictionless propagator. The classical limit in section 3.5.2 re-
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produces the dynamics of a frictionless Langevin system, but obscures the non-trivial
weighting on trajectories for expectations.
This interpretation is not entirely satisfying, as it implies a critical loss of informa-
tion when taking the classical limit of the ESLE that must be restored with a post-hoc
prescription for the weighting of trajectories. Clearly, it would be more desirable to
formulate the ESLE in such a way that its classical equation of motion corresponds
to Eq. (5.53) rather than Eq. (3.128). In the next section we shall detail precisely
how to achieve this reformulation.
5.3 Alternative ESLE classical limit
Let us return to the quantum influence phase used to find the ESLE. In order to
derive a classical limit consistent with a frictional Langevin equation, we must alter
the form of the influence phase in Eq. (3.71) before employing the HS transform. In
the case of the simplified CL model and initial condition provided by Eqs. (5.29) and
(5.30), the influence phase reads:

















θ (t− t′)KI (t− t′)]  (t) y (t′)
 (t) = q (t)− q′ (t) y (t) = 1
2
(q (t) + q′ (t)) (5.61)
KR (t− t′) =
∫ ∞
0







KI (t) = −
∫ ∞
0
dω I (ω) sin (ωt) (5.63)
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Rather than utilising the HS transformation for both  and y, we perform it only over
:














dt′KI (t− t′)  (t) y (t′) (5.64)
where η has the usual autocorrelation 〈η (t) η (t′)〉r = KR (t− t′). For the KI term,









dt′ KI (t− t′) y (t′) = 2i
∫ tf
0











dt  (t) [γ (t− t′) y (t′)]t0 when expressed in the original q, q′ coordinates
is decoupled, and just as in the classical case may be absorbed into the open system














dt′ γ (t− t′) y˙ (t′) . (5.66)
As a result of these changes, the reduced density matrix for the system is evolved by




dq¯dq¯′ U˜eff (q, q′, tf ; q¯, q¯′, 0) ρ˜0 (q¯; q¯′) (5.67)
U˜eff (q, q





















LQ [q (t)]− LQ [q′ (t)] + η (t)  (t)− 2 (t)
∫ t
0




In this formulation, the propagator is no longer decoupled between the forward
and backward trajectories4, preventing the straightforward identification of a classical
limit as in Eq. (3.120). To address this, we express LQ [q (t)] − LQ [q′ (t)] in the
sum-difference coordinates













y (t)−  (t)
2
)
+η (t)  (t)− 2 (t)
∫ t
0
dt′ γ (t− t′) y˙ (t′)
]
. (5.70)
Note that this effective action is exactly of the form for the quantum-classical generator
in Eq. (2.208) for κ = 1.
To obtain the classical result, we note that the average size of the fluctuating
coordinate  (t) will be proportional to ~. The crucial step in obtaining the classical









y (t)−  (t)
2
)
≈ V ′ (y (t))  (t) (5.71)
η ≈ ηcl (5.72)
which becomes exact in the ~→ 0 limit. Integration of the first term in the effective
action by parts yields:





−my¨ (t)− V ′ (y (t)) + ηcl (t)− 2
∫ t
0




4This propagator corresponds to an integro differential master equation for the density matrix in
the coordinate basis. It was the introduction of the ν noise in the original derivation that enabled
the decoupling of the forward and reverse propagators,
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To perform the ~→ 0 limit, we must re-examine the path integral measure5 (e.g. Eq.
(2.24) in its discrete form:







Making the substitution θ (t) = (t)~ , the measure now reads:























Dy(t) δ [R (t)] (5.77)
R (t) = my¨ (t) + V ′ (y, t)− ηcl (t) + 2
∫ t
0
dt′ y˙(t′)γ (t− t′) . (5.78)
There is now no ~ dependence in this path integral6, and we have recovered the
KvN propagator found in Eq.(5.52). This demonstrates that when the friction kernel
is explicitly included in the quantum mechanical path integral, the classical limit
corresponds exactly to the KvN path integral. The fact that the classical limit of the
ESLE and the KvN path integral coincide is a valuable consistency check for both of
these results.
5The Jacobian for the transformation of path variables to  and y is unity.
6The effect of taking the ~→ 0 limit is y(t)→ q (t), while the initial density matrix becomes the
probability distribution ρ˜0 (y; θ)→ ρ˜0 (q)
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Aside: The Dynamical Origin of Irreversibility
Now we have firmly established the ESLE and its classical equivalent, it is worth
taking a moment to consider its broader implications for the origins of irreversibility.
I’ll preface this section by saying that the arguments presented here are not novel,
but the results we have obtained serve to emphasise them.
Reconciling irreversibility with Hamiltonian dynamics is not easy. The two descrip-
tions have directly contradictory properties, but if physical laws are universal then
they must be equivalent. Formally, irreversible systems may be described stochasti-
cally. Regardless of whether one chooses to consider individual trajectories or their
expectation values, these descriptions break time reversal symmetry. In the quantum
case this is expressed as a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, while in the classical limit this
corresponds to a velocity dependent friction kernel. In both cases these properties
are irrevocably associated with the introduction of stochasticity. In order to establish
that this description is consistent with Hamiltonian dynamics, a logically consistent
route to a stochastic description is necessary.
The essential observation that it is possible to derive these properties from a Hamil-
tonian system is decades old [19], but incomplete. Starting from a Newtonian picture,
one is forced to make some reasonable (but ultimately unjustified) assumptions about
the initial conditions of the environment. This is very much an ad hoc motivation
for introducing stochastic terms, but captures the essential idea that irreversibility
is a consequence of the loss of information. As we have seen, the rigorous introduc-
tion of this concept (whether classically or quantum mechanically) requires a Hilbert
space formalism. If one accepts this (and the attendant implication that physical laws
are statistical in nature) then the divide between the description of open and closed
systems (and their apparently contradictary properties) disappear.
A process appears irreversible precisely because we have marginalised out a part of
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the system. Once we have discarded this information, our uncertainty as to the state
of the system inevitably grows, regardless of which direction one chooses to evolve
in time. It is impossible to spontaneously gain information- we can only gain it by
putting (literal) work in7.
From this perspective the arrow of time is the arrow of ignorance- dynamics are
time symmetric, but partial loss of information about a system results in an increase in
uncertainty. We do not experience reality with perfect information, and this imposes
the apparent temporal asymmetry we see in the world.
5.4 Classical Self-Adjoint Extensions and Entropy
Having gone to the trouble of expounding the Koopman von-Neumann theory, we
can use it to perform further classical analysis. In particular, we can investigate en-
tropy. Entropy is a critical descriptive component in physical theories, serving as a
measure of irreversibility [182], the arrow of time [183–185], as well as the proper defi-
nition of equilibrium [186]. These examples emphasise that the physically meaningful
content of entropy is contained in its time dynamics, rather than its absolute value.
Given the vital role the dynamics of entropy plays in characterising physical systems,
the conditions under which its conservation is mathematically guaranteed is of some
interest.
Simply characterising entropy is however problematic, reflecting its anthropomor-
phic nature. It will not be found in any equation of motion, and the entropy one
measures depends on the level of course graining in the phase space, and the variables
one concerns themselves with [187]. Here we adopt the Gibbs measure of entropy for
a probability density ρ
S = −
∫
dqdp ρ ln (ρ) (5.79)
7Landauer erasure is a canonical example of this.
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which at equilibrium is equivalent to the thermodynamic entropy [188].
It is often stated that for a reversible process, the entropy change is zero. This
is closely related to the notion that a Hamiltonian system is itself time reversible.
The two ideas are often conflated into the notion that systems undergoing Liouvillian
evolution conserve entropy. This is not in fact the case. Consider that if ρ is not
explicitly time-dependent, it evolves according to the Liouville equation:
ρ˙ = {H, ρ} (5.80)
Substituting the Poisson bracket directly into Eq. 5.79 and integrating by parts, one
finds that the entopy production arises solely from boundary terms (e.g., for a system
with box boundaries at q±, p±):
S˙ =
[∫



























It is at this point that one generally assumes boundary conditions to kill these
terms [189], but this is overly restrictive, and peculiar to both the dynamics and
distribution one is evolving. This does not in general answer the question of entropy
conservation. At the same time, it is difficult to assess how modifications, such as a
restriction in phase space, would affect the entropy production of a system.
In order to answer the question of entropy conservation with the greatest pos-
sible generality, we shall employ the Koopman von-Neumann (KvN) formalism. In
particular, we shall use this framework to equate entropy conservation to a classical
self-adjoint evolution operator.
The theory of self-adjoint operators is closely bound to the evaluation of boundary
conditions, and is vital in the resolution of apparent paradoxes in quantum mechanics
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[190]. The theory also makes explicit connection to topological phases [191–193] and
spontaneously broken symmetries [194–196]. More abstractly, self-adjointness assumes
a vital role in novel approaches to proving the Riemann zeta hypothesis [197]. It is,
in short, a useful piece of machinery, which may be applied to the problem of entropy
conservation when alloyed to the KvN framework.
It may appear at first glance that this is a formal hammer cracking a classical nut,
but formulating the problem in this way provides a key advantage; one may draw
on the wealth of theory developed for operators on Hilbert space. In particular, the
theory of self-adjoint operators allows one to make more general statements about
entropy conservation. Explicitly, if Kˆ is self-adjoint, then the Gibbs entropy will be
conserved. In order to prove this however, we must first review the definition of a
self-adjoint operator.
5.4.1 Self-Adjoint Operators




∣∣∣Aˆψ〉 = 〈Aˆφ∣∣∣ψ〉 (5.82)
Meaning the action of the operator and its adjoint are identical Aˆ = Aˆ†. For bounded
operators, the self-adjoint and Hermitian properties are identical. In the unbounded
case (which is almost always true for physical observables) [198], an operator has a




it is restricted to act upon.
A simple, illustrative example of this is to consider the quantum momentum op-
erator pˆ = −i~ d
dq
on an interval of length L:








Integrating this term by parts we obtain







= 〈pˆφ |ψ 〉 − i~ [φ∗ψ]L0 . (5.85)
Clearly, if pˆ is a Hermitian operator, the domain of states it acts on must be restricted






∈ L2 [0, L] , ψ (0) = ψ (L) = 0
}
(5.86)
we satisfy the Hermitian condition. In this sense, Hermiticity imposes a boundary
condition on the states an operator may act on. Notice however that for the operator
with the above domain, there is no restriction on φ∗. In other words
D (pˆ†) = {ψ, ∂ψ
∂q
∈ L2 [0, L]
}
. (5.87)
This is a problem, as it means the adjoint operator acts on a different space of
states. In this case the spectral theorem breaks down, and there is no way to establish
a unique one-to-one correspondence between an observable and an operator [22]. For
this reason, Hilbert space theories require that an observable operator be self-adjoint.
This is a stronger condition requiring that in addition to an operator and its adjoint









simple case we can remedy the deficiency by using the operator pˆλ, which has the






∈ L2 [0, L] , ψ (0) = eiλψ (L)
}
. (5.88)






pˆλ is therefore self-adjoint.
The self-adjoint condition is a vital component of any Hilbert space theory with
the ambition of describing physics, and in the next section we shall demonstrate that
a self-adjoint evolution operator conserves the Gibbs entropy.
5.4.2 Entropy Conservation Using The Self-Adjoint Property
Having defined self-adjointness, we now demonstrate that a self-adjoint Koopman
operator guarantees entropy conservation. First, define the operator:
Sˆ (t) = −ρˆcl (t) ln (ρˆcl (t)) (5.89)
ρˆcl (t) = |ψcl (t) 〉〈ψcl (t)| (5.90)















In the final equality, we have exploited the unitarity of time evolution (which implies
Kˆ is self-adjoint) and assumed the trace is finite. Having demonstrated the time
independence of the trace Sˆ, we now express it in the q, p basis:
Sˆ = −
∫
dqdp ρ (q, p) |q, p 〉〈 q, p| ln
(∫
dq′dp′ ρ (q′, p′) |q′, p′ 〉〈 q′, p′|
)
(5.92)
where ρ is the probability density. Expanding the logarithm in a Taylor series yields:
Sˆ = −
∫
dqdp ρ ln (ρ) |q, p 〉〈 q, p| (5.93)









dqdp ρ ln (ρ) = S (5.94)




is the entropy, and is conserved for self-adjoint Kˆ. Of
course, the major question is when Kˆ fulfils this condition. In the position basis we
have
Kˆ = −i {H,} . (5.95)
Using the definition of Hermiticity results in
〈
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. This domain therefore constitutes all states for which entropy is
conserved. Hence, the set of entropy conserving distributions for a given system can
be ascertained by finding the conditions under which Kˆ is self-adjoint.
5.4.3 von-Neumann Deficiency index theorem
One may still ask what the utility is in shifting the framing of the original problem to
this formalism. The domain of a classical self-adjoint operator is equivalent to the full
set of entropy-preserving boundary conditions, but the advantage of this perspective
is that one may test whether an operator (which includes its domain of states) is self-
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adjoint directly through a theorem of functional analysis, known as the von Neumann
deficiency index theorem [22].
This theorem checks whether an operator is self-adjoint by considering the num-









Aˆ†ψ± = ±iηψ± (5.99)
where η is a positive, real-valued constant. The number of independent solutions for
ψ± are the deficiency indices n±. These determine three possibilities for Aˆ† [198,199]:
n+ = n− = 0 Aˆ is essentially self-adjoint
n+ = n− ≥ 1 Aˆ has self-adjoint extensions
n+ 6= n− Aˆ has no self-adjoint extension
(5.100)
Here a self-adjoint extension is an operator Aˆλ with the same action as Aˆ, but








to make it self-adjoint.
Fig. 5.1 shows an example, demonstrating the domain modification made by the self
adjoint extension.
The number of parameters required to characterise the self adjoint extensions is
equal to n2± [194]. This is exemplified by the quantum momentum operator on the
interval [0, L] with the domain given by Eq.(5.86). In this case n± = 1 and the single
parameter required to characterise the self adjoint extensions in this case is of course
λ.
To summarise, using Koopman dynamics reduces the question of entropy con-
servation to checking if the Koopman operator Kˆ is self-adjoint. Self-adjointness is
tested using the deficiency index theorem, which allows one to find the complete set
of states (represented by a classical wavefunction) in the domain of the Koopman
operator’s self-adjoint extensions. This corresponds to the most general boundary
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Figure 5.1: An operator A and its conjugate have different domains. A self adjoint
extension modifies the domains of both operators such that they are identical.
conditions which conserve entropy for a given Hamiltonian. Establishing the self-
adjoint extensions of an operator is itself a non-trivial exercise, but the analysis is
most straightforward in a system where the Liouville operator is functionally depen-
dent on only one phase space coordinate. Therefore in the following we will restrict
ourselves to the specific example of a periodic system in action-angle coordinates, but
emphasise that this is a choice of calculational convenience in applying more generic
arguments.
5.4.4 An Example: Simple Periodic system
Consider a system whose coordinates can be canonically transformed into a space
where one coordinate is cyclic, i.e. Hamiltonian that is functionally dependent on only
coordinate. Any periodic system may be described by these canonical action-angle









Figure 5.2: Example phase-space boundaries in (left) original coordinate system and
(right) action-angle coordinates.




2J sin (θ) p =
√
2J cos (θ) . (5.102)
We will stipulate that in the action-angle representation, the phase space has box
boundaries, with θ ∈ [θ−, θ+] and J ∈ [0, Jb] (see Figure 5.2). Given this is a canonical
transform, the Poisson bracket structure for time evolution is retained in the action-
angle variables. Since now H = J , the Koopman operator has a particularly simple
representation in phase space
Kˆ = −i {H,} = −i∂
∂θ
. (5.103)
Applying the deficiency index theorem to the Koopman operator for the harmonic
oscillator, we have:
Kˆψ± = ±iηψ± (5.104)





One may solve this equation with a seperation of variables to obtain:
ψ± (θ, J) = f± (J) e∓ηθ (5.106)
where f± (J) is an arbitrary function. Given this functional form, we check the number


















dJ f 2± (J)
)(
e∓2ηθ+ − e∓2ηθ−) (5.107)
Given f± is arbitrary, any function satisfying
∫ Jb
0
dJ f 2± (J) < ∞ forms part of a
solution to ψ±. From this we conclude that n+ = n− =∞.
How should we interpret this result? For this system in action-angle coordinates,
the Hermitian condition given by Eq. (5.98) is:
∫ Jb
0
dJ [φ∗ (θ, J, t)ψ (θ, J, t)]θ+θ− = 0 (5.108)
This can be satisfied by stipulating at each value of J the integrand is 0. In this case
[φ∗ (θ, J, t)ψ (θ, J, t)]θ+θ− = 0. (5.109)
The most general way to enforce identical domains for Kˆ and Kˆ† is therefore
∀J, t : ψ (θ+, J, t) = eiβ(J)ψ (θ−, J, t) (5.110)
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where β (J) is an arbitrary real-valued function of J . For every value of J we have
a one-parameter self-adjoint extension, and there are an infinite number of J values.
This explains the result n+ = n− = ∞ and guarantees that in an unrestricted phase
space, the probability distribution is continuous.
An interesting feature of this formulation is the admittance of classical wavefunc-
tions acquiring an additional phase at each value of J as it circulates around phase
space, illustrated in figure 5.3. One can ask if the choice of self-adjoint extension in
this system is physically meaningful.
Assuming the system is in an eigenstate of the Koopman operator (where the
eigenvalue spectrum may be J dependent):
Kˆψ = ω (J)ψ. (5.111)
The most general solution to this equation is
=⇒ ψ (θ, J, t) = e−iω(J)(θ−t)χ (J) (5.112)
where χ(J) is an arbitrary function in L2 [0, Jb]. Substituting this into Eq. (5.110)
yields
β (J) = −ω (J) (θ+ − θ−) . (5.113)
This demonstrates that the choice of self-adjoint extension determines the Koopman
spectrum of the system. While this is not directly observable in expectations, it is
gauge-invariant (in the sense of locally rotating a complete set of states). This is
somewhat analogous to the Berry phase [200] (and its classical equivalent the Hannay
angle [201]). Here however, the phase arises as an admissible, spontaneous phase
change (for each value of J) after traversing the θ boundary, whose value depends





Figure 5.3: In the harmonic oscillator, time evolution is equivalent to rotation. Here
the red curve represents the transport of ψ (θ−, J, t) in time for a constant J . The blue
arrows denote the phase due to the self-adjoint extension, where after each period an
additional phase of eiβ(J) is picked up.
adiabatic holonomic variation of the Hamiltonian parameters. It is well known that
for the simple harmonic oscillator, the geometric phase change is zero [202], whereas in
this case a phase may be acquired in the mismatch between the dynamical frequency
(which is unity by construction) of the system, and the spectrum of the chosen self-
adjoint extension.
Finally, we return to our original motivation of entropy conservation. Working




















dJ [ρ ln (ρ)]
θ+
θ− . (5.114)








dJ [ρf (θ, J)]
θ+
θ− . (5.115)
Taking ρ = |ψ|2 ,and applying the set of possible boundary conditions derived from
the self adjoint extensions, one finds that as promised S˙ = 0.
In the quantum formalism, one finds that dissipative, irreversible phenomena are
described by explicitly non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. This can either be instituted a
priori as an effective model, or, as we have seen previously, derived as the equation
of motion for a subsystem after part of the environment has been marginalised [137].
The fact that the requirement for entropy conservation is for the evolution operator to
be self-adjoint opens up new possibilities for models which violate entropy and energy
conservation. Specifically, we shall see in the next section that even for the harmonic
oscillator, choosing a probability distribution that does not fulfil Eq. (5.110) violates
entropy conservation.
5.4.5 Non-conserving Distribution In A Restricted Phase Space
Let us now consider what kind of boundary conditions lead to non self-adjoint Koop-
man operators, and non-conserved entropies. For the harmonic oscillator in action-
angle coordinates, only θ plays a role in the dynamics. This logically should be the
only coordinate where boundaries become physically relevant to the expectation of
observables. This intuition is confirmed by the result in Eq. (5.110), demonstrating
that only the θ coordinate is constrained at the boundaries. Additionally any system
that can be cast in action angle coordinates must be periodic over the full 2pi period
of θ. i.e. if θ is unrestricted S˙ = 0 trivially.
We shall therefore take a probability distribution that is not globally θ symmetric,
and consider its dynamics in a space where the range of θ is bounded to be less than
2pi. There is of course a question over whether it is physical to impose a boundary
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on momentum in this way, but let us proceed without concerning ourselves with this
issue prematurely.
Consider the probability density (in the original q, p coordinates):
ρ (q, p) = Z−1 exp
(− (q2 + qp+ p2)) (5.116)
Expanding the exponent and expressing it in θ, J coordinates:
ρ (θ, J) = Z−1 exp (−2γJ − Jγ sin (2θ)) (5.117)
Note the multiplication by an arbitrary parameter γ in order to take advantage of
differentiation by a parameter later. At the end of the calculation we’ll set γ = 1. In
this case it is easy to evaluate the microscopic entropy of the system:
ρ ln (ρ) = Z−1 exp (−γJ [2 + sin (2θ)]) (ln (N )− γJ [2 + sin (2θ)]) (5.118)
= Z−1
(
− ln (Z) + ∂
∂γ
)
exp (−γJ [2 + sin (2θ)]) . (5.119)
The entropy rate is therefore given by:
S˙ = Z−1
(




dJ e−2γJ (exp (−γJ sin (2θb))− 1) (5.120)
= Z−1
(












γ (2 + sin (2θb))
)
(5.121)

































2 + sin (2θb)
.. (5.123)
The rate of entropy change is therefore
S˙ = −Z−1 (ln (Z) + 1)
[
1




























It is clear from the functional forms of these expectations that non-conservation
is due entirely to the θ boundary. Even when the phase space is unrestricted in J
(Jb →∞ limit), there is a nonconserved term:
lim
Jb→∞
S˙ = −Z−1 (ln (Z) + 1)
(
1
2 + sin (2θ+)
− 1
2 + sin (2θ−)
)
. (5.127)
Since time evolution is only determined by the θ coordinate, we can directly incorpo-
rate time into the θ argument
d
dt




Figure 5.4: Normalisation time-dependence θ+ − θ− = θb.
Figure 5.5: Entropy rate of change.
which implies that time and θ translation are identical, and hence
ρ (θ, J, t) ≡ ρ (θ − t, J) . (5.129)














dθ ρ (θ, J) . (5.131)
As a result of restricting the phase space in the θ dimension, Z(t), S˙ and 〈J˙ (t)〉 all
acquire oscillatory dynamics, demonstrated in Figs. 5.4-5.6 (using Jb →∞).
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Figure 5.6: In this case we see 〈J (t)〉 is also a non-conserved quantity.
Note that the incorporation of time into the boundaries allows one to consider the
interpretation that instead of physical dynamics on a restricted phase space, we have a
static distribution with some information on an excluded region evolving dynamically.
Taking the distribution to be epistemological, at some point in time we check
a region of phase-space and find no particle. Knowing the dynamics, the amount
of information provided by that measurement about where the particle is not now
depends on time. The probability distribution now possesses a rotating gap, as the
difference in probability densities (and hence the non-conservation of entropy and J
dependent expectations) for a given J depends on the boundary locations. This is
illustrated in Fig. 5.7.
The non-conservation observed here demonstrates the importance of self-adjointness
in a restricted phase space- while the evolution operator is apparently of Liouville form,
the restriction in phase space has also limited the domain of classical states for which
it preserves observable expectations. In this example, the failure of conservation is
rather obvious in retrospect, but crucially the methods to find this distribution are
more generally applicable to arbitrary Hamiltonians and phase-space topologies.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution evolving with time. We can consider this as either a fixed
excluded region with a rotating distribution, or a fixed distribution with an evolving
excluded region. The red curve is a line of constant J , and the difference between
the two boundary points on these curves is the essential contribution to entropy non-
conservation.
5.5 Chapter Summary
The first part of the chapter derived the path integral formalism for the Koopman
propagator, before applying the same methods used to derive the ESLE. This led to the
identification of the classical Caldeira-Leggett model as a generalised Langevin equa-
tion. This analysis also served to properly establish the classical limit of the ESLE,
and the origin of the missing structure when directly taking this limit. Ultimately,
these derivations emphasised that stochastic, irreversible behaviour is a natural con-
sequence of marginalising part of a composite system with reversible dynamics.
The latter half of the chapter employed the Koopman von-Neumann formalism to
reduce the problem of entropy conservation in a classical system to identifying the
self-adjoint extensions of the Koopman operator. In this way, one is able to explore the
full range of admissable, physical probability distributions and phase space restrictions
for a given system. Applying this technique to the harmonic oscillator, a relationship
between the choice of self-adjoint extension, and the Koopman spectrum of the system
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was determined. The self-adjoint extension manifests itself as a gauge-invariant phase.
This provides another example of the role self-adjoint extensions can play a role in
subtle phenomena such as the determination of effective models of dissipation [203],
as well as possessing more subtle links to phenomena such as topological phase transi-
tions [204], and spontaneously broken symmetries [196]. These are typically quantum
phenomena, but provided they are not explicitly dependent on a non-commutative
algebra they should be reproducible classically. Specifically, there are already exam-
ples of classical Hamiltonians which emulate topological states [205]. Non-zero Chern
numbers have been observed in models of biological structures [206], leading to the
discovery of new classes of topological phonon bands [207]. In the ongoing exploration
and analysis of these systems, both dissipative and topological, classical self-adjoint
extensions should prove a useful tool.
In the case of a cyclic Hamiltonian, it was also found that any probability distri-
bution continuous over the canonical angular boundary preserves entropy. By consid-
ering a restricted phase space, it was possible to formulate an effective model with the
novel behaviour of oscillations in both entropy and energy. In this model, one finds
that entropy production is no longer a measure of dynamical irreversibility, as the en-
tropic oscillations suggest a local arrow of time which periodically reverses direction.
This result was obtained with a simultaneous restriction of the q and p phase space
coordinates, and one may legitimately claim this is an unphysical restriction. One
would however obtain the same entropic oscillations with a purely spatial restriction9,
and ultimately there are two ways to interpret the result.
The first approach is to consider the phase space restriction encoding some extra
information about the system- i.e. a continuous measurement of that region (with a
negative result). When we incorporate knowledge of the system probability distribu-
tion and its dynamics, the amount of information provided by this measurement will
9In fact, this analysis has been performed by a collaborator, but since it’s not my work I haven’t
included it.
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itself be dynamic, and naturally weight our expectations in a time dependent manner.
As has been pointed out by Jaynes in his analysis of the Gibbs’ paradox, entropy is
an arbitrary measure, and its conservation is contingent on static information [187].
The Gibbs’ paradox is itself only resolved by the uniform discarding of potentially
accessible information (the distinguishability of particles), so it is not a surprise that
phase space restrictions upset the usual statements on entropy.
Alternatively, one could consider that the self-adjoint extensions for a given region
of phase space are those distributions enforcing local entropy conservation for that
region. An interesting consequence of this is the interrogation of which distributions
will conserve entropy within an arbitrary region of phase space.
For a cyclic system, entropy will be conserved regardless of the phase space bound-
aries when the distribution is a pure function f (J). If we also impose the condition
that f (J) ln (J) is well defined for all values of J , then one of the simplest non-trivial




systems evolving under a cyclic Hamiltonian can always be considered dynamically
equilibriated, the above consideration shows that thermodynamic equilibrium corre-
sponds to a distribution which conserves the Gibbs entropy for an arbitrary region of
phase space. In fact, it is relatively easy to show the thermal distribution will conserve
local entropy for any Hamiltonian. It is in this sense that the Gibbs and Boltzmann
entropies coincide at thermal equilibrium [208].
The example considered in this chapter has trivial dynamics, and therefore a simple
set of entropy-preserving distributions, but the techniques used are more generally
applicable. We emphasise that the entropic properties of a system are not determined
purely via its dynamics, but may be engineered with a restricted phase space, rather




Do I contradict myself? Very well
then I contradict myself; (I am
large, I contain multitudes.)
Walt Whitman
The initial goal of this body of work was a methodological extension of the influence
functional formalism to account for a more general class of initial condition. The ESLE
- detailed in chapter 3 - is the result of this. Its main advantage is that it projects
out the environment exactly, without assuming that it is decoupled from the open
system at the initial time. Moreover, at the initial time, prior to the action of a
(possibly time dependent) perturbation, the ESLE method assumes the open system
and the bath to be fully coupled and thermally equilibrated (although a broader class
of initial conditions can also be introduced [64]). This means that the theory is able
to faithfully capture the transient dynamics of driving the system away from the full
system-environment equilibrium caused by any local (acting only on the open system)
perturbation. The imaginary time part of the ESLE also provides a potential route
to calculating partition functions for systems strongly coupled to their environment,
as evidenced by the approximate calculation for the Hamiltonian of mean force (see
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section 3.5.3).
Naturally, the ESLE is not without its shortcomings, the most obvious being that
its domain of validity is restricted only to those systems well described by CL-type
Hamiltonians. By describing only the dynamics of the reduced system, it also makes
any information on the effect of the system on the environment inaccessible. One
could for example drive an open system to an energy scale comparable to that of the
reservoir. While the effect of this on the open system would be captured by the ESLE,
it would be impossible to assess the state of the environment, which presumably would
be severely affected by this driving.
Despite these probelms, the arena of potential applications for the ESLE are rather
broad. In the partitioned case, anharmonic bath models have been be approximated
by the CL Hamiltonian, leading to numerical schemes [209] for influence functional
simulations of these systems [210]. There is no reason to suppose that the ESLE could
not be extended in a similar manner. Properties such as thermal transport and entropy
production through a spin system may also be calculated with the ESLE, allowing for
the analysis of quantum heat engines. Analagous methods have already studied the
heat exchange between an arbitrary system and a bath with Ohmic dissipation [74].
A particularly interesting development is the incorporation of a driven environment
within the CL model [211]. Specifically, it is possible to take a Rubin model (consisting
of two chains of oscillators coupled to a central system) [212] with a universal driving
term and map this to the CL model. Examining the effects of this environmental
driving on the stochastic properties of the ESLE would be an illuminating exercise.
Chapter 4 demonstrated the numerical feasibility of implementing the ESLE. In
the two-state example studied, the effect of including imaginary time correlations was
small, but demonstrably real! It is also not a forgone conclusion that just because
the effect is small in a specific, simple system, that it is small in general. In the case
of more complex systems, where the gap in energy scales between system and bath is
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smaller, the true equilibrium distribution is potentially quite far from the partitioned
approximation. The numerical implementation of the ESLE can also be improved,
allowing more sophisticated applications of the method to analyse physical systems of
interest. For example, the time evolution of more complex multi-state open systems
interacting with bosonic fields (phonons and/or photons) [18]. This would require
additional noises, necessating a generalisation of the method to generate them. The
addition of an effective non-Gaussian shot noise [167], or moving beyond the two-state
system to a double-well potential [213,214] also represent potential extensions, where
phenomena such as metastable state stabilisation [215] become apparent. To achieve
these aims, a more efficient algorithm for generating noises may also be necessary. In
such a case, an extension of the spin-boson system into the incoherent regime and a
study of its escape dynamics would be possible [216].
Beyond practical calculations, the ESLE embodies some more general principles.
The inevitable breaking of time symmetry for a reduced system has been discussed
previously, but the model also touches on the necessity of memory in thermalisation
(a point raised in section 1.3). The relevance of this profound result to the ESLE is
clear, given that it is explicitly constructed from an initially thermal state, and the
noises one obtains are intrinsically non-Markovian. The key point is that deriving the
noise correlations directly from a microscopic model guaranteed non-Markovianity.
This important feature is missed in descriptions with a priori stochastic terms, and
reflects the fact that there is no thermalisation without correlations!
The physical insight provided by the ESLE and similar equations are a conse-
quence of the power of the influence functional formalism. This was in large part the
motivation for chapter 5. By importing influence functionals into a KvN description,
it was possible to derive a generalised Langevin equation directly from the CL model.
This classical limit also reveals some insight into the categorisation of noises, and
their effect on system dynamics. The ESLE is a stochastic differential equation, with
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noise that is necessarily always multiplicative. The presence of this type of noise in
classical systems (that is, a Langevin equation with multiplicative noise) gives rise
to absorbing states and to noise induced phase transitions [177]. On this basis, one
might expect to observe analagous behaviours in the ESLE, but this conflates the
Langevin and Liouville equation of motion. By taking the classical limit, we find that
the multiplicative noise in a Liouville equation corresponds to a Langevin equation
with additive noise1.
Incorporating quantum techniques into classical analysis is not limited to influence
functionals, and can be used to develop new methodologies. The use of classical self-
adjoint extensions and their relation to entropy conserving distributions is an example
of this. This approach has resulted in a model with novel entropic properties, but its
physical relevance is unclear. At this moment in time explorations of KvN theory are
scarce, but it is clear that there remains a great deal to discover. My own interests
here are oriented towards the quantisation of the theory, and quantum-classical tran-
sitions. In particular, the issue of distinguishability may be illuminated with the use
of KvN dynamics. Classical particles are distinguishable, quantum particles are not.
It seems to me that while the effect of this property on statistics is well established,
distinguishability itself is poorly characterised. Nevertheless, this property must origi-
nate in the commutative structure of each theory, and a comparative analysis between
the two may help to explicate it.
What ultimate conclusions can be drawn from the work presented here? Inevitably,
this thesis is ludicrously specific, but I would hazard (more in hope than expectation)
that it brushes against some more profound concepts. Chief among these is the neces-
sity of a statistical interpretation of all physics. This idea was famously articulated in
Max Born’s Nobel speech: “Ordinary mechanics must also be statistically formulated:
the determinism of classical physics turns out to be an illusion, it is an idol, not an
1This actually depends on the precise functional form of the coupling, but when fˆ = qˆ, this is
true.
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ideal in scientific research” [217].
Randomness is not an ad hoc model addition, but an essential, irreducible compo-
nent in our description of reality. Its existence always reflects imperfect information,
whether that is due to unobserved interactions with other systems, or a fundamen-
tally non-commutative algebraic structure. My own motivation for this opinion2 is
the unified picture of physics provided by the Hilbert space formalism, combined with
the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation’s rigorous introduction of stochasticity.
Open quantum systems are such a fascinating area of physics partly because they
contain multitudes - disparate phenomena that must be accounted for in a holistic
way. This is only enriched by the realisation that classical systems can be described
in the same manner. Dissipative quantum and classical phenomena sometimes appear
to be distant cousins, related solely by analogy and inspiration. It is only when we
combine their representations that it becomes possible to see that the mechanisms
underlying both are fundamentally identical.
More generally, I think it is remarkable that we live in a world that is predictable.
It appears that all an element of reality can do is exist and move, yet this is enough.
All the variety and complexity on display in nature follows from stuff existing, and
a set of rules about how it should move. In my mind, it seems almost perverse
that more abstract qualities are not required. Furthermore, these rules are not only
comprehensible, but compactly codifiable! Describing the observed world with linear
models is not only unreasonably effective [218], but absurdly rich [219]. There is still
much in open systems (let alone nature) that eludes explanation, but we should count
ourselves fortunate. We know something, which as any infinitesimal analyst will tell
you, is more than nothing.
2and at the end of the day it is just that, an opinion.
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